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ABSTRACT
Two proposed legislative measures are discussed in

this document. The first is "The Egral Educational Opportunities Act
of -1972) This would (1) require that no state or locality could deny
equal educational opportunity to any person on account of race,
color, or national origin; (2) establish criteria for determining
what constitutess a denial of equal opportunity; (3) establish
priorities of remedies for schools that are required to desegregate,
with busing to be required only as a last resort, and then only under
strict limitations; and, (4) provide for the concentratiOn of Federal
school-aid funds specifically on the areas of greatest educational
need, in a way and in sufficient quantities so they can have a real
and substantial impact in tents of improving the education of
children from poor families. The second is "The Student
Transportation Moratorium Act of 1972". This would provide a period
of time during which any future, new busing orders by the courts
would not go into effect, while the Congress considered legislative
approaches--ruch as the Equal Educational Opportunities Act--to the
questions raised by schoOl desegregation cases. (AuthorA7M)
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Good evening.
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'IONS STATED DO NOT NECESSARILY
REPRESENT OFFICIAL-OFFICE OF EDU-
CATION POSITION OR POLICY.

Tonight I want to talk to you about one of the most
difficult issues of our time, the-issue of ,busing.

Across this Nation -_- in the North, East, West and
South -- States, cities and local school districts have been
torn apart in debate over this issue.

My own pcsition is well known. I am opposed to
busing for the purpose of achieving racial _balance in our
schools. I have spoken out against busing scores of tiires
over many years.

And I believe most Americans, white and black,
share that view.

But what-we need now is not just speaking out against
more busing. We need action to stop it. Above all, we need
to stop it in the right way -- in a way that will provide better
education for every, child in America in a desegregated school
system.

The reason action is, sO urgent is because of a num-
ber of recent decisions of the lower Federal Courts. Those
courts have gone too far -- in some cases beyond the require-.
ments laid down by the Supreme Court -- in ordering massive
busing to achieve racial balance. The decisions have left in
their wake confusion and contradiction in the law -- anger,
fear and turmoil in local communities, and worst of all,
agonized concern among hundreds of thousands of parents for
the education and the safety of their children who have been
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Good evening.

'IONS STATED DO NOT NECESSARILY
REPRESENT OFFICIAL OFFICE OF EDU.
CATION POSITION OR POLICY

Tonight I want to talk to you about one of the most
difficult issues of our, time -- the issue of busing.

Across this Nation -- in the North, East, West and
:South -- States, cities and local school districts have been
torn apart in debate over this issue.

My own pcsition is well known. I am opposed to
busing for the purpose of achieving racial balance in our
schbols. I have spoken out against busing scores of times
over many years.

And I_believe most Americans, white and black,
share that view.

But what we need, now is not just speaking out against
more busIng. We need action to stop it. Above all, we need
to stop it in the \right way -- in a way that will ,provide better
Oucation for ever child in America in a desegregated school
system. .

The reason action is so urgent is because of a num-
ber of recent decisions of the lower Federal Courts. Those

courts have gone too far -- in some cases beyond the
ments laid down by the Supreme Court -- in ordering massive
busing to achieve racial balance. The decisions have left in
their wake confusion and contradiction in the law -- anger,
fear and turmoil in local communities, and worst of all,
agonized concern among hundreds of thousands of parents for
the education and the safety of their children who have been
forced by court order to be bused miles away from their neighbor-
hood schools.

What is the an awe r ?

There are many who believe that a constitutional
amendment is the only way to deal with this problem. The
constitutional amendment proposal deierves a thorough con-.
sideration by the Congress on its merits. But as an answer to
the immediate problem we face of stopping more busing now,' the
constitutional amendment approach has a 'fatal flaw -- it takes
too long.

A constitutional amendment would take between a year
and 18 months, at the very least, to become effective. This

means that hundreds of thousands of school children will be _

ordered by the courts to be bused away from their neighbor-
hood schools in the next school year, with no hope for relief.

FIORE 2
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What we need is action now -- not action two, three
or four years from now.

There is only one effective way to deal with the
problem now. That is fbr the Congress" -to act. That is why
I am sending a special message to the Congress tomorrow urging
immediate consideration and action on two measures.

First, I shall propose legislation that would call an
immediate halt to all new busing orders by. Federal Courts -- a
moratorium on new busing.

Next, I shall propose a compansion measure -- the
Equal Educational Opportunities Act of 1972.

This Act wouid,require that every State or locality
-grant equal educational opportunity to emery person, regardless
of race, Color or national origin. For the first time -in our
history, the cherished Americen ideal of equality of educational
opportunity would be affirmed in the law of the land by the
elected representatives of the people in Congress.

.1,
The Act would further establish an educational Bill

Of Rights for Mexican-Americans, Puerto Rican, Indians, and
others who start their education under language handicaps, to

make certain that they, too, will have:equal opportunity. .
,,

. The Act I proposewould concentrate Federal school
aid funds on the areas of greatest educational need. That
would mean 'directing over $2-1/2 billion in the.hext year
Mainly toward improving, the education of children from poor
families.

;
This proposal deals directly with the problein that

. .

hda been too often overlooked. We .all knovi. that 'within the

central cities of our Nation there are schools so inferior
that it is hypocritical even to suggest that the poor children
who go' there an getting a decent .education, let alone an
education comparable to that of children who go to Schools
in the suburbs. .Even,the..most extreme proponents of busing
admit that it would be years before programs couid be set up
ando financed which siould *bus.a majority of these childrei out
of these central city areas to better schools in ithe. suburbs.

n more busing,
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shall propose a compansion measure the
Opportunities Act of 1972.

This Act would require that every State or localiiy
grant equal educational opportunity to every person, regardless
of race, Color or national origin. For the first.time ,in our
history, the cherished American ideal of equality of. educational
oppostudity would be affirmed in the law of the land by the
elected representatives of the people irk Congress.

g..

The Actwould further establish an educational Bill
of Rights for MexiCan-Americans, Puerto Rican, Indians, and
others who start their education under language handicaps, to
make certain that they, too, will have: equal opportunity.

-

The Act I propose would concentrate Federal school
aid funds on the areas of greatest educational need. That
would mean directing over $2-112 billion- in the next year
mainly towardimproving the education of children from poor
families.

This proposal deals directly with the problem that
has been too often oVerlooked. We all know that within the,
central cities of otir Nation there are schools so inferior
that it is hypocritical even to suggest that ihe poor children
who go there are getting a decent education, let alone an
education comparable to that of children who go to schools
in the suliurbs. Even the most extreme proponents of busing
admit that it would be' years before programs could be set up
and financed which Would bus a.majority of these children out
of these central city areas to better schools in the suburbs.
That means. that putting primary emphasis on more busing,
rather than on better education-., inevitably will leave a lost
generation of poor children in .the central cities, doomed to.
inferior educatiim. . ,

It is time for us to make a national commitment to
see that the schools in the central cities are upgraded so that
the children who go there will have just as good a chance to.
get quality education as do the children who go to sAhOol in
the suburbs.

What I am proposing is that at the same time we
stdp.more busing,. we move forward -to guarantee that the children..
currently attending the poorest schools in our.eities and in
rural areas be provided with education equal to that .of good
schools in their .coretun it ies .

Taken together, the two elements of my proposal --
the moratorium on new busing and the Equal Educational Oppor-

410
tunities Act, would focus our efforts -where-they really

MORE
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belong -- on better education fur all of our children, rather
than on more busing for sme of our children.

In addition, I am directing all agencies and depart-
ments of the Federal Government at every level to carry out
the spirit as well as the letter of the message in all of their
actions. I am directing the Justice Department to intervene
in selected cases where the lower courts have gone beyond the
Supreme Court's requirements in ordering busing.

These are the highlights of the new approach Ipro-
pose. Let me now go to the heart of the problem that confronts
us. I want to tell you why I feel that busing for the purpose
of achieving racial balance in our schools is wrong, and why
the great majority of Americans are right in wanting to bring
it to an end.

The purpose of such busing is to help end segrega-
tion. But experience in case aftAr case has shown that busing
is a bad.means to a good end. The frank recognitiontof that
fact does not reduce our commitment to desegregation -- it
simply tells us that we have to come up with a better means to
that good end.

The great majority of Americans, white and black,
feel strongly that the busing of school children away from
their own neighborhoods for the purpose of achieving racial
balance is wrong.

But the great majority, black and white, also are
determined that the process of desegregation mUtt go forward
until the goal of genuinely equal educational opportunity is .
'achieved.

The question, then, is "How can we end segregation
in a way that does not result in more busing?" The proposals
I am sending to the Congress provide an answer to that question.

One emotional undercurrent that has done much to make
this issue so difficult is the feeling that sore people have that
to oppose busing is to be anti-slack.' This is dangerous nonsense.

There is no escaping the fact that some people do
oppose busing.because of racial prejudice. But to go on from
this.to conclude that "anti-busing" is' simply a code Word.for
prejudice,is a vicious:libel on millions ofooncerned parents
who 'oppose.busing not because they are' against desegregation,

ildren._

..



us. want to tell you why.I feel that busing for the purpose
of achieving°racial balance in our schools is wrong, and why
the great majority of Americans are right in wanting to bring
it to an end.

The purpose of such busing is to help end aegrega-
tion. But experience in case after case has shown that busing_
'is a bad means to a good end. The frank recognition of that
fact does not reduce our commitment to desegregation -- it
simply tells us that we have to come up with a better means to
that good end.

The greatimajority-Of Americans, white and black,
fees strongly that the busing of school children away from
their own neighborhoods for the purpose of achieving racial
balance is wrong.

But the great majority, black and white, also ire
determined that the process of desegregation must go forward
until the goal of genuinely eqUal educatione. opportunity is
achieved.

The question, then, is "How can we end segregation
in a way that does not resulein more busing?" The proposals
I. am sending to the Congress piovide an answer to that qmestion.

One emotional undercurrent that has done much to make
this issue so difficult is the feeling that'some people have that
to oppose busing is to be anti-black. This is dangerous nonsense.

There is no escaping the fact that some people do
oppose busing because of racial prejudice. But to go on from
this to conclude that "anti-busing" is simply a code word for
prejudice is a vicious libel on millians of conderried parents

who oppose busing not becaUse they are against desegregation,
but because they are for better education for their children.
They want their children education in their own neighborhoods.

Many have invested their life's savings in a home
in a neighborhood they chose because it had good schools. They
do not want their children.bused across the city to an inferior
school just tb miet some social planner's concept of what is,
considered to be the correct racial balance -- or what is called
"progressive" social policy.

There are right reasons for opposing busing, and there
are wrong reasons 7- and most people, including large and increas---1
.ing numbers of blacks, oppose it for reasons that have Little
or nothing to do with race. It would compound an injustice to
pereist in massive busing simply because some people oppose
it for the wrong,reasons.

L..

MORE
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There is another element to consider and this 'is

the most., important, One of all. That is the human element which
I see reflectedk...in thousands of letters / have received in my
mail from wOrried.,parents all'.Over the. country, North, Eas.t,
West and South. Let me:give you some examples.

. .

I believe it is wrong when an eight-year old child
who was once able to wilk to a neighborhood school is now forced
to travel two hours, a day on a bus.

,

I believe it-is-wrong when a working mother is suddenly
faced with- three different bus schedules for. her children and
that makes, it imPossible for her to contiXue to work.

I belielie: it is wrOmit when parents. ,are burdened with
.new worries about tiieir children'a safety on 'the rOid and in
the neighborhoods far, from home,.

.
I believe. it is.wrong when a child in .a poor neighbor-.

hood is denied the extra personal attention .and financial
. support in his -Oat we blotn..make al/ the" difference.

, . *.

. AU these individUal huMan wrongs add up to a deeply
felt and growing frustratiOn. These r,re wrongs that can be and
must be set right.

. That is the purpose of . the:: legislation I am sending
to Congress tomorrow.

, I submit these proposals to the gongress,' and I
coThmend them to all of.you listening tonight, mindful of
the profound importance. And the special complexity of the
issues they address. The key is Action, and 'action, now.
And the Congress holds that 'key'. If you agree With the goals
I have ,described tonight -- to stop more busing' now. and

.provide equality of education for all of our,.children / ufge
you to lot your .Congressman and Senators know your views so
that Congress will act promptly' to deal with 'thii-prOblem.

Let me d. close. with a Personal note. This is a
deeply emotiOnar and divisive. isiine. I haVe done my very
best to undertake tO Weigh and.---fespect the .conflicting
interests; to strike a balance which is ,t.houghtful and just;
to search for ansviers, thatwill best serve all of our 'nation's'

,children.

I r.sliZe the prOgranCI -have recommended' will.not
satisfy the ektremists .on. the one Side who. oppOte busing- for
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I be 1ieve it is wrong wnen ioarents are burdened 'with
new worries about their children'S safety on the road and in
the neighborhoods -far from home.

\
I believe it is.wrong when a child in .a poor neighbor-

hood Is denied the extra personal ,attention 'and financial
support in his that we know.can" make all the difference.

a

All these individual human wrongs add up to a deeply
felt. and growing frustration. These are wrongs that can be and
must be set- right.

That is the purpose of:the. legislation. I am sending
to Congress tomorrow.

/ submit these proposals to the Congress, and I
commend them to all, of you listening tonight, mindful of
the profound importance, And the special complexity of the
issues they address. The key is 'action, and actiori now.
And the Congress holds that.key. If you agree with the goals
I have described tonight -- to stop more busing now and
provide equality of education for all of our. children I urge
you to let your Congressman and Senators kncrer your .views so
that Congress will act promptly to deal with thia problem.

Z Let me close with a personal note. This is a
deeply emotional' and divisive is*ue. I have done my very
best to undertake to Weigh and respect the conflicting
interests; to strike a baXance which is thoughtful and just;
to search for answers that will best serve all of oer nation's
children.

/ program-I have. recommended will not
*satisfy the ektreinists on the one side who oppose busing for
the Wrong reasons.

1 realize that my program will not satisfy the
. extreme social planners on the other side who insist on more
busing, 'even at the cost of better education.

But While whit X. have said tonight will, not aPpeal to
either extreme, believe I have exPressed the Views o f the
majority of AineriCans.'

Because I believe that- the majority of Americans
of all races want more- besieg stopped and. better education
_started.

MORE
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Let us .recognize that the issue of busing
divides many 'AMericans. But let us also recognize that
the commitment to equal opportunity in education unites
all Americans.

The proposals I am submitting'to Congress will
allow us to turn, away from what'divides us and to turn
toward what unites us.

The, way we hendle this difficult issue .is a
supreine test of the character, the reeponsibility and
the decency of the American people.

Let us handle it in a way we can be proud of
by uniting behind a: program which will make it possible

..for all the children in .this great 'and good country of ours

...to receive a better education and to enjoy a better life.

Thank, you, and good night .

END (AT .10:14 P.K. EST)

9
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,FOR RELEASE UPON DELIVERY TO
THE SENATE AT 12:00 NOON

10 Ma irch 17,* 1972

Offtee of tho White House Press Secretary f".1

atm . ..... al. 71116101110110 .411,011110

THE WV/TE HOUSE

TO THE.CONGRESS \OF THE UNITED STATES:

In this messige,, I wish to discuss a question which divides many
Americans. That is the question or busing.

I want to dO so in a Way that will enable us to focus our attention
on 4. question/Which unites all Americans. That is the question of
how tO eneut4..a better education for all of oiar children. .

tio In the furor over basing, it has become all too easy to forget
what busing I. lupposed:to be designed to achieve: equality of educe.;

Atonal opportunity for an AmerIcane.

Conscience and the 6onirltutiou bOth require that no child should
.be denied equal educatiOnal opportunity. .That Constitutional-mandate
was laid down by the Supreme Court in Brown v. Bc4rd of Education
In 1954. The years since have been ones of dismantling the old dual
schOol system in those areas where it existed a process that has
now been iutistantially completed.

As we .look 'to the future,' it is clear that Or iffoits to provide
equal educational opportunity must now focus. much more apecifically.

"on education: on assuring that the uppOrtwiity is not poly equal, but.
adequate, 'and that in-those remaining cases In which desegregation
his not yet been completed it be achieved with a greater seitsitfrity
to educational needs.;

Acting Within the present framework of Coneti_lutionil-and caii .

law,. &slower Federal courts h
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Americans. That I. the question of busing.

, I want to do so in a way that will enable us to focus our attention..
on a question which unites all Americans. That is the question of
how to enssure a better education for all of our children.
t

In the furor over busing, it has become all too easy to forget
what busing hi' supposed to be designed to achieve: equality of educe-
Hanel opportunity for all Americans.

Conscience and the Constitution both require that no child should
be denied equal educational,opportunity. That Constitutional mandate
was laid down by the Supreme Court in Brown v. Hoard of Education
nin 1954. The yearc since have been ones of dismantling the old dual
school eystem in those areas where it eaisted -- a process that has
now been substantially completed. ;

A. we look to the future, it I. clear that the efforts to provide '
equal educational opportunity =Oat now focus much more specifically
on educations on assuring that the opportunity is not only eqiial, but
adeqeate, and that in those remaining cases in which desegregation
has not yet been completed it be ichieved with a greater eensitfvity
to educational needs. .

Acting within the present framework of Conetitutional- and case
law, the lower Federal courts hare ordered a wide variety of remedies
for the equal protection violations they have found. These remedies
have included such plans as redrawing attendance zones; pairing,
clustering and consolidation of school districts. Some of these plans
have not required extensive additional transportation of, pupils. But
some have required that pupils be bused long distances, at great in-
convenience. In some cases plans have required that children be
bused away from their neighborhoods to schools that are inferior, or
even unsafe.

/I The inaze of differing and sometimes inconsistent orders by the
various lower courts has led to contradiction and uncertainty, and
oiten to vastly unequal treatment among regions, States and local _

school districts. In the absence of statutory guidelines, many levier
courtdecisions have gone far beyond 'what most peeple wculd consider
reasonable, and beyond what the Supreme Court hiis said id necessary
in the requirements they have.imposed for the reairganization of
school districts and tho trane7ortation of school pupils.

more
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All too oftln, the result has been a classic case of the remedy
forone evil creating another evil, In thia case, a remedy for the

,eihis,poric evil of racial discrirninatinn has often created a new evil.
of disrupting communities and impooing hardship on children -- both
.141aCk and White who are therriselvos inhocent of the,..
wrongs that the Plan seeks to set right.

The 14th Amendment tt the Constitution under which the ,
schOol &segregation cases have arisen -- proVides that "The
Congress shill have power tcrenforce; by appropriate legislation,
the provieions of this article. "

17,

Until now, enforcement has been left largely to the courts --
-which have operated ,Within a.limited range of available remedies,
and in the limited context of case law rather than of statutory law.
I propose that the Congress now accept the.responsibility and use
the auøorit given to it under the 14th Amendment to clear up the
confusion.w ich contradictory court orders have created, and to
stablish ri4asonable national standards.

The legislation I proposeloday would accomplish this.

It would put an immediate stop to furiher new busing orders by
the Federal courts.

It would enlist the wisdom, the resources and the experience of
the _Congress in the solution of the vendng problems involved in fashion...
ing school desegregation,pigicies thiit are tiue to the CoOstitutional
requirements and fair to the people and comniunities concerned.

It would establish uniform national .criteria, to ensure that the
Federal courts in all sections and all States would have a common
set of standards to guide them.

7- These measures would protect the right of a community to
maintain neighborhood schools -- while also establishing a.shared

/ local and Federal responsibility to raise the level of education
the neediest neighborhoods, with special prqrgrams for those disad-
vantaged children who need special attention.

Ai the earns time, these rrjsa.ures would not roll back the
Constitution, or undo the great a ;ranee. that have been made in
ending ehrsed 1111101131PP 1114; OM rt., 401iiraa 41.. tot

sP



school desegregation canes have arisen provide. that "The,
Congress shall have power to enforce, by appropriate legislation,
the provisions of this article. "

U tilinow, enforcement has been left largely to thtt courts
whit): have operated within a limited range of available remedies,
and in the limited context of case law rather than of statutory law.
I propose that the Congress now accept the responsibility and use.
the authority given to it under the 14th Amendment to clear up the
confusion which contradictory court orders have erepted, and to
astablish reasonable national standards.

,

The legislation I propose today would accOmplish this.

, .It would put an immediate stop to further new busing orders by
the Federal courts.

It would enlist the wisdom, the resources and the experience of
the Congress in the solution of the vexing problems involved in fashion-
ing school desegregation policies that are true to the Constitutional
requirements and fair to the people and communities concerned. *

It would establish uniform national criteria, to ensure that the
Federal courts in allbections and all States would have a common
set of etandarcie to guide them.

These measures would protect the right of a community to
maintain neighborhood schools -- while also establishing a shared
local and Federal responeibilitLto_raiae_the level of education in

_the neediest-ne-ighods, with special programs for those disad-
vantaged children who need special attention.

At the same time; these measures would not roll back the
Constltution, or undo the great advances diet have been made in
ending school segregation, or undermine the continuing drive for
equal" rights.

Specifically, I propoie that the Congress*.onact two measures
which together would shift the focus from more transportation to
better. educatien, and would curb busing while expanding educaftonal
opportunity. They are:

1. The Esaal Educational ortOin_lmities Act of LEL This
would:'

- Require that no State or locality could deny equal
educitional opportunity to any person on account of
raee, color or national origin./ .

-- Establish criteria for date rna. suing what constitutes
IL denial of equal opportunity.

/ .

. mere
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-- Establish priorities of remedies for schools that
are required to desegregate, with busing to be re-
quited only as a last resort, and then only under
strict limitations.

-- Provide for the concentration of Federal school-
aid funds specifically on the areas of greatest .

educational need, in a way and in sufficient quantities
so they tan have a real and substantial impact in
terms of improving the education of children from
poor families.

2. The Student; Transportation Moratorium Act of 1972.

-- This would provide a period al time during which
any future, new busing 'orders by the courts would
not go into effect, while the Congress considered
legislative approaches -- such as the Equal Educe-
titnal Opportunities Act.-- to the questions raised
by school desegregation cases. This moratorium
on new busing would be effective until July 1, 1973,
or until the Congress passed the appropriate legisla-
tion, whichever was sooner. Its purpose would net
be to contravene rights under the 14th Amendment,
but simply to hold in abeyance further busing orders
while the Congress investigated and considered alter-
native methods of securing those rights -- methods
that could'establish a new and broader context in
which the courts could decide desegregatien cases,
and that could render busing orders unnecessary.

Together, these tWo measures would provide in-immediate stop
to new busing in the short run, and consiructive alternatives to
busing in the long run -- and they.would give the Congress the time
it needs to consider fully and fairly one of the most cornelen and
difficult issues to confront the Nation in modern times.

Busine: The Fears and Concerns

Before discussing the specifics of these proposals, let me
deal candidly with the controversy surrounding busing itself.
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2. The Student Trans ortation Moratorium Act of 1972.

This would provide a period of time during which
any future, new busing orders by the courts would
not go into effect, while the Congress considered
legislative approaches -- such as the Equal Educe-
tiesnal Opportunities Act -- to the questions raised
by school desegregation cases. This moratorium
on new busing would be effective until July 1, 1973,
or until tile Congress passed the appropriate legisla-
tion, whichever, was sooner. Its purpose would net
be to contravene rights under the 14th Amendment,
but simply to hold in abeyance further busing orders
whi& the Congress investigated and considered alter-
riatfkm methods of securing those rights -- methods
that could establish a new and broader contxt in
which the courts could decide desegregation cases,
and that could render busing orders unnecessary.

Together, these two measures would provide an irrnreliate stop
to new busing in the short run, and constructive alternatives to
busing in the', long run -- and they would give the Congress the time
it needs to consider fully and fairly one of the most complex and
difficult issues to confront the Nation in modern times.

Busing: The Fears and Concerns

Before discussing the specifics of these proposals, let me
deal candidly with theappntroversy surrounding busing itself.

There are some people who fear any curbs on busing because
they fear tnat it would break the momentum of the drive for equal
rights for blacks and other minorities. Some fear it would go
further, and that it woitld set in motion a chian of'reversals that
would undo all the advances so painfully achieved in the past generation.

. It is essential that whatever we do to curb busing be done in a
way that plainly will not have these other consequences. It is vitally .
important that the Nation's continued commitment to equal rights
and equal opportunities be clear and concrete.

On the other hand, it is equally important ihsit we not allow
emotionalism to crowd out mason, or .get so lost in symbols that
words lose their meaning.

MCI e
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One emotional-undercurrent that has done much to make this so
diffieult an issue its the feeling some people have that to oppose busing
is to be anti-black. This is closely related to th!I arguments often put
forward that rebistance to any move, no matter what, that may be ad-
vanced in the name of desegiegation is "racist. This is dangerous
nonsense.

There is'no escaping the fact that some people oppose busing
because of racial prejudice. l3ut to go on from this to conclude that
"anti-busing" is simply a code word for prejudice is an exercise in
arrant unreason. There are right reasons for opposing busing, and
there are wrong reasons -- and most, people, including large and in-
creasing nuMbers of blacks.and other minorities, oppose it for reasons
that have little or nothing to do with race. It would compound an injustice
to persist in massive busing simply be z.ause some people.oppose it for
the wrong reasona.

!

For most Americans , the school bus usei1 tc, be a synbot of hope --
of better, education. In too many- communities today, it his beCome a
symbel of helplessness, frustration and outrage -- of a.Wrenching of
children awily from their faMilies, and from the schools their families
may have moved to be near, and 'sending them arbitrarily to others far.
distant.

It has become a .symbol of social engineering on the basis of ab-
stractions, with too little regard for the desires and the feelings of
those most directly concerned: the children, and their families.

.Schools exist to serve the children, net to bear the burden of social
change. As I put it in.iny policy statement on school desegregation 2
years ago (on March 24, 1970):

"'One of *the mistakes of past policy has been to demand too
much of otir schools: They have been expected not only to
educate, but also to accomplish a social transformation.
Children in .many instances have rsot been served, but used --
in what, all too often has proved a tragically.futile effort to
achieve in the schools the kind of a multiracial society which
the adult community has failed to achieve for itself.

"If we are to be realists, we must recognize that in a free
society there 'are limits' to the amount Of Government coer-
don that can reasonably be ined; that in achieving desegre-
gation we must proceed with the least possible.disruption of
the education of the Nation's children; and ihat our children
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of better education. In too many communities today, it has. become a
symbol of helplessness, frustration and outrage -- of al.vrenehing of
children away from their families, and from the schools their families
may have moved to be pear, and'sending thern arbitrarily to others far
distant.
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It has become a .symbol of social engineering on the basis of ab-
stractions, with too little regard for the desires and the feelings of
those most directly concerned: the children, and their families.

Schools exist to serve the children, not to bear the burden of social
chinge. As I put it briny policy statement on school desegregation 2
years ago (on March 24, 1970):

"One of the mistakes of past policy has been to demand too
much of our schools: They have been expected not only to
educate, but also to accomplish a,social transformation.
Children in .many instances, have not been,served, but used --
in what all too often has proved a tragically futile effort to
achieve in the schools the kind of a multiracial society which
the adult community has failed to achieve for itself.

"If we are to be realists, we must recognize that in a free
society there 'are limits' to the arneunt Of Government coer-
cion that can reasonably be Used; that in achieving desegre-
gation we must proceed with the least possible disruption of
the education of the Nation's children; and that our children
are highly sensitive to conflitt, , and highly vulnerable to
lasting psychic injury.

"Failing to recognize these factors, past policies have placed
on the schools and the children too great a share of tSe burden
of eliminAing racial disparities throughout our society. A
major part of this task fans to the sthools. But they cannot
do it all or even most of it by themselVes. Other' institutions
can share the.burden of breaking down racial barriers, but only
the schools can perform the task of education itself. If our
schools fail to' educate, then Whatever they may achieve in
integrating theraces will turn out to be Only a Pyrrhic victory."

more
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The Suplreme Court has also recognized tiiis problem. Writing .

for a unanimddi: Court in the Swann.case last April, Chief Just;ice
Burger said:

:

"The constant theme and thrust of every holding from Brown I .

tO date is that state-enforied separation Of races in public
schools is discriminitionthat violates the Equal Protection .

Clause: The remedy commanded was to dismantle dual school
systems. .

"We are Coucerned in these caseiwith die elimination Of
the discrimination inherent 'in the dual school systems, not
with myriad factors of human existence which can Cause
discrimination in a *multitude of ways on racial, religious,
or ethnic, grounds. The target of the. cases from .Brown I
to the present was the dual .school.system. The elimination
of racial discriMination in public schools is lugs task
and.one that should not be retardetl by efforts to achieve
broader purposes lying beyond the jurisdiction of school

!.authorities. One vehicle can carry only a limited amount
of baggage...

, '
"Our objective, in dealing with the issues presented by these

...cases is to.iee thet school authorities exclude no pupil of
racial minority frorn any School, directly or indirectly,

. on account of race; it does not and cannot embrace all the
problems of .ricial prejudice: even when thole probleMs
contributetO"disPioportionate racial concentrations in some.
schoolc " .

. In addressing, the busing question, it is important that we do so
in historical perspective. . r.

I

*. Basing for the purpose of deiegregation was begun -- rnoitly on a
modest scale as one of Mix of remedies to meet the requirements
laid down by various lower Federta courts for achieving the.difficult
transition from the.old dual school system to a new, unitary system.

,

At the time, the problems of transition that loomed ahead ware
Massive the old habits deeply entrenched, cur.mminiity resistance often
extreMily. strong. As the years wore oi, the courts grew increasingly.
impatient with what they' sometimes saw as delay or'evasiOn, 'Ind in-
creatiitigly" insistent that. as the .Supreme Court put it in the Green
decision in 196.13.. \desegregation plans mut. promise. "realisticslly to_.

,work, and, . fro wOrk now. ". *: -

I .
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the discrimination inherentin the dual schoil systems, not
with myriad factors of human euistence which can cause
\discrimination in a multitude of ways on racial, religious,
lor ethnic grounds. The target of the cases from 3rown I
to the present was the dual school system. The elimination
4 racial discrimination in pulac schools is large task
ind one that should not be retarded by efforts.to achieve
i4oader purposes lying beyondithe jurisdiction of/school
athorities., One vehicle can carry only a limited amount
o baggage.

r objective in dealing with the issues presented bylhese
ea es is to see that school authorities exclude no pupil of
a r cial minority from any school, directly or indirectly,

, on 4ccount of race; it does not and cannot embrace all the
proilems of racial prejudice, even when thoie problems
contribute to disproportionate racial concentrations in some
menials, "

In ad ressing.the busing question, it is important that we do so
in histori61 perspective.

Busin for the purpose of desegregation was begun -- mostly on a
modest sc le -- as one of a mix of remedies to meet the requirements
laid down y various lower Federal courts for achieving the difficult

.transition front the old dual school systern to a new', unitary syitem... .

,

-
. .At the time, the problems of transition that loomed ahead were

massive, the old habits deeplY entrenched, community resistance often
extremely strong. As the years wore on, the courts grew increasingly
impatient with what-Shey aometimes saw as delay orevasion, and in-
creasingly insistent that, ailbe Supreme Court put it in the Green
decislim in 1968, desegregitioit plans must promise "realistically to,
work, and...to work now." ' .

1:.. ..

But in the past 3 yearsi progreas toward eliminating the vestiges
of the-dual system has been phenomenal -- and so too has been the shift
in pu43c, attitudes in those areas where dual systems were formerly.
operated. In State after State end community after community, local
civic, business and educational leaders of_all races have come forward
to help make the transition peacefully and iticcessfully. Few voices
are now raised urging a return to the old patterns 4-enforced segregation.

.

,..1! This new climate of acceptance of the_bapic Constitutionardoctrine
is a new element of great importance: for the greater the elements of
hasic goodlaith, of desire to make the sYstem work, 'the less need or
justification there is for extreme remedies rooted.in coerciono

more
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At the same time, there has been a marked shift in the focus of
concerns by blacks and members of other minorities. Minority parents
have lonkhad a deep and special concern with improving the quality of
their chitdren's education. For a number of years, the principal
mphasis of this concern-- and of the Nation's attention -- was on

desegregating the schools. Now that the dismantling of the old dual
system has been substantially completed there is once again a fir
greater balance of emphasis on improving schools, 'on convenience, on
the chance for parental involltement -- in short, on the same concerns .
that motivate white parents -- and, in many communities, on securing
a greater measure of control over schools that serve primarily minority-
group cemmunities. Moving forward on desegregation is still important --
but the ,principal concern is with preserving the principle, attd with
alluring that the great gains made since Brown, and particularly in
recent years, ars not rolled back in a reaction against exCessive busing.
Many black leaders now express private concern, moreover, that a
reckless extension of busing requirementa could bring about precisely
the results they fear most: a reaction that would undo those gains, and
that would begin the unraveling of advances in other areas that also
are based on newly expanded interpretations.of basic Constitutional
rights.

Also, it has not escaped their notice that those who insist Ola
system-wide raciallalance insist on...a conditiori in which, in most
communitites, eveiy schdol'ald be run by whites and dominated by
whites, with blacks in vermanent minority -- and without escape
from that minority status. The result would be to deny blacks the right
to have schools in which thiy are the majority.

In short, this is not the simple black-white issue that some
simplistically present it as being. There are deep divisions of opinion
among people of all races -- with re-cent surveys showing strong oppo-
sition to busing among black parents as well as among white parents --
not because they are against desegregation but because they, are for
better education.

In the process of school desegregation, we ill have been learning;
perceptions have been changing. Those who once said "no" to racial
integration have accepted the concept, and believe in equality before the
law. Those who once thought massive busing was the answer have also
been changing their minds in the light of experience.

As we cut through the cicnds of emotionalism that surround the
busing question, we can begin to identify the legifimate issues.

Concern for the Duality of education a child gets is legitimate.
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recent years, are not rolled back-in a reaction against excessive busing.
Many black leaders now express private concern, moreover, that a
reckless extension of busing requirements could bring about precisely
the results they fear most: a reaction that would undo those gains, and
that would begin the unraveling of advancps in Other areas that also
are based on newly expanded interpretattons of basic Constitutional
rights.

Aliso, it has not escaped their notice that those who insist on .
system-wide racial balance insist on a condition in which, in most
comrnunitites, every school would be,run by whites and dominated by
whites, with blacks in a permanent minority -- and without escape
from that minority status. The result would be to deny blacks the right
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to have schools in which they are the majority.

In short, this is not the siMple black-white issue that some
simplistically present Was being. Thir&are deep divisions of opinion
among people of all races -- with recer4s-uriteri, showing strong oppo-
sition to busing arnong black parents as.4/ell as Among white parents --
not becauie they are against desegregation-butbecause they are for
better educatien.

In the process of school desegregation; we all have been learning;
perceptions have been changing. Those who once said "no" to racial
integration have accepted the con4pt, inctbelieve in equality before the-

Those who once thought mat;Sive busing was the answer have also
been changing their minds in the light of experience.

As we cut through the clouds of emotionalism that surround the
busing question, we can begin to identify the legitimate issuea.

Concern for the quality of education a child gets is legitimate.

Concern that there be no retreat froni the principle of ending
racial discrimination I. legitimate.

Concern for the distance.''a child has to travel to get to school
is legitimate.

Concern over requiring that a child attend x more distant school
when one is available pear his home is legitimate.

Concern for the obligation of government to assure, as nearly
as possible, that all the children of a given district have equal educa-
tional opportunity is legitimate.

_
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Concern for the way educational resources are allocated among
the chools of a district ia legitimate.

. .

concern for the degree of control parents and local school boards
should have over their schools is legitimate. .

In the long, difficult effort to -give life to what is in the law to
desegregate the Nation's schools and enforce the principle of eqVal
opportunity, many experiments have been tried. Some have worked, '

._.:and some have not. We now have the benefit of a fuller fund of
;experience than we had 18 years,ago, or even 2 years ago. It has also
become. apparent that community resistance_ - - black as,well as white --
to plans that massively.disrupi education and separate parents from

. their children's schools, makes those plans unacceptable to communi-
ties on which' Wey are imp:if:ed.

.
_...8.gainst this background, the .objectives of the reforms I propose

are:

-- To give practical meaning to the concept of equal educe-
,* tiOnal. opportunity.

- 2o apply the experience gained in the process of
desegregation, and also in efforts to give special help
to the educationally disadvantaged.

- - To ensure the continuing vitality of the 'principles laid
down in Brown .v. Bocr4 of Education.

-- To downgrade busing as a tool for achieving equal
educetional opportunity.

V

-- To oustain the rights and responsibilities vested by the
States in' local school boards.

. . .. .

THE EQUAL-EDUCATIONAL OPPORTUNITIES ACT

In the histork effort since 1954 to end the system of State-
enforced segregation in the public schools, all three branches of
Government have hid important functions and responsibilities. Their
roles, however, 'have been unequal. . -

If some bf the Federal courts have latelyltended toward eitreme
remedies in schocil desegregation casei end some have -- this has
beenin considerable part because the work has largely gone forward
in the courts, case-by-case, and bicaupe the courts have carried a
heavY share of the burden while havin tO Opirate within a limited

1. -
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. Against this backgrOnnd, the .objectives of the 'Worms I propoise
are:

-- To give practical meaning to the concept of equal educe-
tional. opportunity.

To.apply the experience gained in the process of
desegregation, and also in efforts tp give special help
to the educationally disadvantaged.

- - To ensure the continuing vitality of the principles laid
down in Brown v. Board of Education.

-- To downgrade busing as a tocl foIl achieving equal
educational opportunity.

I .

To ountain.the rights and responsibilities vested by the
States in local school boards.

:

THE EQUAL.EDUCATIONAL OPPORTUNITIES ACT

In the historic effert since 1954 to end the system of State-
enforced segregation in the public schools, all three branches of
rovernment have had important functions and 'restionsibilities. Their
roles, however, have been unequal. 4

4r

If some of the Federal courts have lately terzied toward extreme
remedies in school desegregation cases -- and some have - - this has
been in considerable part because the work has largely gone forward
in the courts, case-by-case, and because the courts hese carried a
heavy share of the burden while having to operate within a limited
framework of reference and remedies. The efforts have therefore
frequently been disconnected, and the fesult has been not only great
progress-but also the creation of problems severe enough to threaten
the irnmense achievement of these 18 difficult years.

If we are to consolidate our gains and move ahead on our prob-
lems -- both the old and the new must undertake now to bring
the leaven of experience to the logic of the law. .

Drawing on the lessons of experience, we must provide the
courts with. a new framework of reference and remediei.

more
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The angry debate over t;uRing has at one and the' same time both
illuminated and obscured a number of broa.d areas in which realism and
shared concern.in fact unite most American parents, whatever their race.
Knowledge.of *such shared concerns is the most precious product of
experience; it also is the soundest foundation of law. ,The time is'at hand
for the legislative, executive and judicial branches of Government to' act
on this knowledge, and by so doing to lift the sense of crisis that threatens
the education of our children and the peace- of our people.

The Equal Educational Opportunitiee Act that I propose today draws on
that experience, and is designed to give the courts a new and broader base
on which to decide future cares, ,and to place the emphasis where it belongs:
on better education for .all of our children.

Equal Opportunity; The Criteria 0

v

The act.I propose undertakes, in the light of experience, both to
prohibit ant:Ito define the denial of equal educational opportunity. In
essence, it provides that:

No State shall deny equal eduhtional opportunity to any
person on account of race, color or national origin.

0111 Students shall not be deliberately segregated either among or
within the public schools.

-1. Where deliberate segregation was.formerly practiced, educe-
tional agendies halie an affirmative duty to remove the vestiges
of the dual system.

0111 A student may not be assigned to a school other than the one
nearest his home, if doing so would result in a greater degree
Of racial segregation.

t.
Subject to the other provisions of the act, the assignment of
students to their neighborhood schools would not be considered
ac'denial of equal educational opportunity Unless the schools were
located or the assignment made fez. the purpose of racial segre-
gation. .



Equal Opportunitzi The Criteria

The act I Propose undertakes, in the light of experience, both to
prohibit and to define the denial of equal educational o portunity. In
esseime, it provides that: \
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No State shall' deny eqkf ::ducational opportunity to any
person on account of race, color or national origin.

Students shall not be deliberately segregated eitIler among or
.4i1Pithin the public schools.

Where deliberate segregation was formerly praeeticed, educa-
tion'al agencies haVe an affirmative duty to remove the vestiges
of the dual system.
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411.

A student may not be assigned to a school other than the one
nearest his home, if doing so would result in a greater degree
of racial segregation.

Subject to the other provisions of the act, the assignment of
students to their neighborhood echools would not be considered
a derflal of equal educational opportunity unless the schools were
located or the assignment rnade for the Purpose of racial segre-
gation.

Racial balance is not required.

There can be no discrimination in the emploment .and assign-
ment of faculty and staff.

School authorities may not authorize student'transfers that
would have the effect of Increasing segregation.

School authorities must take appropriate action to overcome
whatever language barriers might exist, In order to enable all
students to participate ecrlilly in educational programs. This
would establish, in effect, an educational bill of rights for
Mexican-Americans,Puerto Ricans, Indians and othi.rs who start
under language handicaps,, and ensure at last that they too would
have 'equal opportunity.

more
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-- Through Federal financial assistance and incentives, schoof
districts would be strongly encOuraged not only to avoid
shortchargin3 the sphocis thet serve their neediest children,
but bevond, tLlato estabiimh end.maintaie special learning pro-
grama in those schools that would help children who were behind,
to catch. up. :These incentives would also encourage school
authorities to provide for zoluntary transfers of students that
would reduce racial concentrations.

Thus, the act would set standards for all school districts through-
out the Nation, as the basic requirements for carrying out, in the field
of public edecation, the. Constitutional guarantee that each pereon shall /
have equal protection of the laws. It would establish broad-ba an
specific criteria to ensure against racial discrimination in ool
assignments, to establish the equal educational rights of MeOcan-
Americans. Puerto Ricans and others starting with language handicaps,
to protect the principle of the neighborhood school. It would also provide
money and incentives to help ensure for echook in poor neighborhoods
the fair treatment they have too often been denied in the past; Ind to
provide the special learning and extra attention that children in those
neighborhoods so often need.

Denial of anal Tlle Remedies_

In the past, the courto have largelrbeen left to their own devices
in deternOning appropeiate remedies in schaol desegregation cases. The
results have been sometimas sound, sometimes bizarre -- but ceruinly
uneven. The tirile Les come for the Congress. on the basis of experience,
to provide guidance. Where a violation exists, the act I propose would
provide that:

The.remedies imposed must be limited to those needed to
correct the particular violations that have been found.

-- School district lines must not be ignored or altered unless they
are clearly shown to have been drawn for purposes of segregation.

-- Additional busing must ilot be required unless no other.rernedy
can be found to correct the particular violation that exiits

-- A priority of remedies would b 'established, with the court
utred to use the fi:zet reine on the list, or the first corabin-



authorities to provide for vnlentary transfers of.students that
would reduce racial concintrations..

Thus. the Itct woUld set standards for all school districts through-
.

put the Nation, as the basic requirementslor carrying out, in_the field
,of public education, the. Constitutional guarantee that.each person shall
have equal protection of the laws. It would establiih broad-based and
specific criteria to ensure against racial discrimination in school
assignments, to establish the equal educational rights of Metdcan-
Americans. Puerto Ricans and otner a starting with fanguage handicaps,
to protect the principle of the neighborhood school. It would slso provide
money and incentives to help ensure ler schools in poor oeighborhoode
the fair treatment they have too often been denied in ther-pas0 &rid to
provide the Special learning and extra attention that children in those
neighborhoods so often need.

Denial, of Elsa The Rerneclie s_

In the past, the courts have largely been left to their own devices
ill determining approp:t-late remedie in school desegregation cases. The
results have been sometimes, sound, sometimes bizarre -- but cerntinly
uneven. The time 1-laa crode for the Congress, on the basis of experience,
to provide guidance. Where .3. violation exists, the act I propose would
provide that:

-- The remedies imposed must be limited to those needed to
correct the particelar violt.tions ttiat- have been found. )

-- School ciletrif:t lines must n,ot be ignored or altered :Wes& they
are clearly shown to have been drawn for purposes-of segregation.

- Additional busing must not be required unless no other remedy
can be found to correct the particular violation th4t exists.

.... A priority of remedies would be established, with the court
required to use the first remedy on the list, or the first combin-
ation of remedies, that would correct the unlawful condition. The
list of authorized remedies -- in order -- is:

(1) Assigning students toe schools closest to their homes
that provide the appropriate level end type of education,
taking into account schoolfcapacities and natural physical
barriers;

(2) Assigniez students to the sehools closest to their homes that
provide the appropriate level and type of education, consider-
ing only school capacities;

more
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(3)° Permitting students to transfer from a school in which their
race is a majority, to one in which it is a minority;

(4) Creation or revision of attendance zones or grade structures
without necessitating increased student transportation;

(5) Construction of new schools or the closing of inferior schools;

(6) The use of magnet schools or educational parks to promote
integration;

(7) Any other plan which is educationally sound and adminis-
tratively feasible. However, such it plan could not require
increased busing of students in the sixth grade or below. If
a plan involved additional,busing of older children, then:
(a) It could not be ordered unless there was clear and con-
vincing evidence that no other method would work; (b) in no
case could it be ordered on other than a temporary basis;
(c) it could not pose a, risk to health,, or significantly im-
pinge on the educational process; (d) the school district
could be granted a stay until the order 'had been passed on by
the court of appeals.,

-- Beginning with the effective date of the act, time limits would be
placed on desegregation orders. They would be limited to 10 years'

_guratioti -- or. 5 years if they called for student transportation -
Orovide4 that during that period the school authorities had been in
good-faith compliance. New orders could then be entered only if
there ha4 been new violation,.

These rules *ould thus clearly define what the Federal courts could
and could not require; however, the States and localities would remain free
to carry out voluntary sthool integration plans that might go substantially
beyond the Federal requirements.

This is an important distinction. Where busing would provide education-
al advantage for the community's children, and where the community wants
to undertake it, the community should -- and will -- have that choice. What
is objectionable is an arbitrary Federal requirement whether administrative
or. judicial -- that the communi4 must undertake massive additional busing
as a matter of Federal law. The essence of a free society is to restri4 the
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plan involved additional busing of ol er children, then:
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vincing evidence that no other method would work; (b) in no
came could it be ordered on other than a temporary basis;
(c) it could not pose a risk to health, or significantly im-
pinge on the educational 'process; (d) the school district .

could be granted a stay until the order had been passsd on by
the court of appeals.

Beginning with the effective date of the act, time limits would'be.
placed on desegrigation orders. They would be limited to 10 years'
duration -- or 5 years if they called for student transportation - -
Provided, that during that period the school authorities had been'in
good-faith compliance. New orders could then be entered only if
there had been new violations.

These rules Would thus cleazly define what the Federal courts could
and could riot require; however , the States and localities wo.uld remain free
to carry out voluntary school integration plans that might go substantially
beyond the Federal requirements.

This is an important distinction, Where busing would provide education-
al advantages for the c (immunity's children,' and where the comMunity wants
:to undertake it, the community should --and will - - have that choice. What
is objectionable is an arbitrary Federal requirement -- whether administrative
or judictal that the community must undertake massive idditional busing
as a matter of Federal law. The essence of a flee society is to restrict the
range of what must be done, and broaden the range of what may be dove..

net schools or educational parki to promote

Equal Opportunity:: Broadening the Scope

If we were simply to place curbs on busing and do nothing more, ,then
we would not have kept faith with the hopes, the needs -- or the rights --
of the neediest of our children.

Even adding the many protections built into the rights and rernedids
sections of the Equal Educational OppOrtunities Act, we-would not by this
alone provide what their special needs require.

More
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Busing helps some poor. children; it poses a' hardship for others; but
there are many more, and in mary areas the great majority id the heart
of New York, and in South Chicago, for example .whom it could never
reach..

If We Were to treat busing as some sort of magic panacea, and to con-
oentrate our efforts and resources on that as tlie principal means of
achieving q\aality education for blacks and other minorities, then in these
areas of Ilen minority concentration a whole generation could be 104.

If we hold thaeslve busing to be, in any event, .an unacceptable remedy
for the inequalities of educational Opportunity that ekist, then we must do
more to improve the schools where poor families live.

: Rather than require the spending of scarce resources.on ever-longer
forthose who happen:to live where busing is possible, we should

encourage the putting of those resourcesdirectly into education -- serving
all the disadvantaged children, not merely thate on the bus routes. .

In order to reach the great majority of the chi/dren who most need
cextra help, I. propose a new approach to financing the extra efforts required:
one that puts the money where the needs are, drawing on the funds I have
requested for this and the next fiscal year under Title 1 of the Elementary
and Secondary Education Act of 1965 and under the Emergency School Aid .

Act now pending before the Congresr.

As part of the Equal Educational Opportudities'Act, I propose to
broaden the uses Of the funds under t he Emeriency School Aid Act, and to
provide the Secretary of Health, Education,- and Welfare with additional
authority to encourage effective special learning programs in those schools
where the needs are greatest.

Detailed program.criteria would be spelled out in administrative guide- .
line. -- but the intent of this program is to use a major portion 31 the $1.5
billiOn Emergency SchoOl Aid money as, in effect, incentive grants to en-
courage eligible districts to design educational programs that would do
three things:-

-- Assure .(as a cOndition of getting the grant) that the district's
expenditures on its poorest schools were at least comparable to those on its

k :;tf



centrate our efforts and resources on that.as the principal means of ,
achieving quality education for blacka and other miftorities, then in these
a:eas'of dense minority concentration a whole generation could be lost.

as,

If we hold-massive busing to be, in any event, an unacceptable remedy
for the inequalities of educational opportunity that exist, then we must do
more to improve the schools where-poor families live.

Rather than require the spending of scarce reaources on ever-longer
bus rides for those who happen to live where busing is possible, we should
encourage the putting of *ose resources directly into education -- serving
all the disadvantaged children, not merely those on the bus routes.

In order to reach the great majority of the children who,most need
extra help, I propose a new approach to financing the extra efforts required:
one that vats the nibney where the needs are, drawing on'the funds I have
requested for this and the next fiscal'year under Title I of the Elementary
and Secondary Education Act of 1965 and under the Emergency School Aid
Act now pending before the CoLgress.

As part of the Equal Educational Opportunities Act, I propose to
broaden the uses of the fundi under t he Emergency Sch\ool Aid Act, and to
provide the Sec retarrof Health, Education, and Welfare with additional
authority to encourage effective special learning programs in those schools
where the needs are greatest.

Detailed program fcriteris would be spelled out in administrative guide-
lines -- but the intent of thls program is to use a major portion 2f the $1.5
billion Emergency School Aid money as, in effect, incentive grants to en-
courage eligible districts to design educational programs that would do
three things:0

1

-- Assure (as a condition of gettiqg the grant) that the district's
expenditures on its poorest schools were at least comparable to those on its
other schools.

-- Provide, above this, a compensatory education grant of approxi-
mately $300 per low-income pupil for, schools in which-substantial numbers
of the students are from poor familiei, if the concentration of poor students
exceeds specified limits.

-- Require that this compensatory grant be spent entirely on basic
instruitional programs for language liking and mathematica,-and on basic
supportive services such as health and nutrition.,

-- Provide a "bonus" to the receiving school 'for each pupil transferring
from a poor school to a non-poor school where his race is in the minority,
without reducing the grant to the transferring school.

1710 re
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Priority would be given to those districts that are desegregating
'either voluntarily or under court order, and to thoie that are addressing
problems of both racial and economic impaction.

.Under this plan, the remaining portion of the $1. 5 billion available
under the .Emergency School Aid Act for this and the next natal year
w uld go toward the other kindi of aid originallienvisaged under it.,

4 .
e. This partial shift of funds I. now possible for twO reasons: Tirst,

in the neaily 2 yeari since I first proposed the Emergency School Aid
Act, much of what it was designed to help with has already been done.
Second, to the extent that- the standards set forth in the Equal Educational
Opportunities Act would relieve desegregating districts .of some
of the more expensive requirements that might otherwise be'laid upon .

them, a part of the money originally intended to help meet those expenses
can logically be diverted to thseother, closely related needi. 'I would
stress once .again, in this connectiOn, the importance I attach to final
passage of the Emergency SchoofAid Act: those districts that are noW
desegregating still need its help, and the funds to be matie available' for
these new Purposes are an essential element of a balanced equal oppor-
tunity pickage.

I
,

1 ken propos'', that instead of 'being terminated at the end of fiscal
1973; as presently scheduled, the 'Emergency School Aid Act continue
to be authorised at $1 billion annual level -- of which I Would expect
the greatest part to be used for the purposes I have outlined here. At
the current level of funding of Title I of the Elementary and SeCtindary
Education Act of 1965, this would provide a total,approacting $2.5 billion
annually foe compensatory education purposes.

For some years now, -there has been a running debate about the
effectiveness of added spending for programs of compensatory or
remedial education. Some have maintained there is virtually no

, correlation between dollar input and learning output; others have main-
tained there is a direct correlation; experience has been mixed.

1

What does now Seem clear i's that while many Title I experiments
hive failed, many'others have succeeded substantially and even
dramatically; and what also ts clear is that without the extra efforts
suih extra funding would make possible, there is little chance of.

XI% .

hreaking ttie cycle of deprivation.

A case can be made that Title I has fallen short of expectations,
and`that.in Some respects it has failed. In many calls, pupils in the

..and funds



This partial shift of funds ii noW possible for two reasons: First,
in the Emily 2 yeari since I first proposed the Emergency School Aid
Act, much of what it was designed to help with has already been done.
Second, to the extent that the standards set forth in the Equal. Educational
Opportunities Act would relieve desegregating districts of some
of the more expensive requirements that might otherwise 6:laid upon
them, a part of the money originally intended to help meet those,expenses
can logically be diverted to these other, closely, related need:: I Would
stress once again, in this connfictionv the importance I attach to.final
passage of the Emergency School Aid Act: those diftricts that are noW
desegregating still'need its help, and the funds to be made available for
these new purposes are an essential element of a halanced equal oppor-
tunity package.

I Moo propoie-that instead orbeing termiasitialt the sad of fiscal
,1973, as presently scheduled, the 'Emergency School Aid Act continue
to be authorized at a $1 billion annual level -- of which I Would expect
the greatest part to be used for the purposes I have outlined here. At'
the current level of funding of Title 1 of the Elementary and Secondary
Education Act of 1965, this would provide a total approaching $2.5 billion
annuallY for compensatory ediscation purposes...

For some years now, there has been a running debate about the
effectiveness of added spending for programs of compensatory or
remedial education. Some have maintained thereis virtually no
correlation between dollar input and learning output; others have main-
tained there is a direct correlation; experience has been Mixed.

What does now seem clear is thatwitile-many Title / experiments
have failed, many others have succeeded substantially and even
dramatically; and what also is clear is.that without the extra efforts
suCh extra funding would make possibli,there is4ttt..chanceo f_
briaidig the cycle of deprivation.

<

. -

A case can be made that Title I has fallen short of expectations,
andt.that in :ome respects it has failed. In man* cases, pupils in the
pregrams funded by it have shOwn no linprovement whatever, and funds
have frequently been misused or squandered foolishly;:, Federal audits
of State Title I efforts have feund instances whe4taivete;
confusion, despiir. and 'iven clear violations of the law have thwarted
the act's effectiveness: 'In some initances, flail fuhds have been
illegally spent on unauthorized material: and factlities, dr used to .

fund local services,, other than those intended by the ict, much a: paying
salaries not directly related to the act's purposes.

. .

The most prevalent failing has been the spending, of Title / funds
as general revenue. Out of 40 States audited between 1966 and 1970,
14 were found to have spent Title I funds as geheral r evenue.

-ti
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Too often,. one -res.mat has-been that instead of e6t-Ua11y being concerited in the

areas of critical need, Title I moneys have been diffused throughout the system; and they

have not reached the targeted schools--and targeted children--in sufficient amounts to

have a real impact.

One the positive side, Title I lias effected some important changes of benefit to

disadvantaged children.

First, Title I has encouraged some States to expand considerably the contributions

from State and local funds for compensatory education. In the 1965-66 school year,

the States spent only $2.7 million of their own revenues, but by the 1968-69 school

year--largely due to majot efforts by California,and New York--they were contributing

$198 million.

Second, Title I has better focused attention on pupils who previously were too often

ignorediAbout-Smillion children are in schools receiving some compensatory funds.

.In 46 States pregrams have been established to aid almost a quater of a million children

of migratory wokers. As an,added dividend, many States have begun to focus' educational

attention on the early childhood years which.are so important to the learning process.

Finally, local schools have been encouraged by Title I to experiment and innovate.

Given our highly decentralized national educational system and the.relatively minor role

one Federal Program usually plays, there have been encouraging examples of programs

fostered by Title I %Leh have worked.

In designing compensatory programs, it is difficult to know exactly what will work. The

circumstances of ,ene locality may differ dramatically from those of other localities.

What helps one,group of children may not be pf particular benefit to others. In these

experimental years, local educational agencies and the schools have had to start from

scratch, and to learn for .themselves how to educate those who in the past had too.oftem

been simply left to fall further'behind.

In the process, some schools did well and others did not. Soem districts benefited by

active leadership and community involvement, while others were slow to innovate and to

break new ground.

While there is a great deal yet to be learned about the design of successful complinsatory

programs, the experience so far does point in one cruciaL direction: to the importance

of providing sufficiently concentrated funding.to establish the educational equivalent

of a "critice.1 masa._!!_nr_thrichald-lAam2.--Whazaghfasaaireasig



disadvantaged children.

First, Title I has encouraged some States to expand considerably the contributions

from State and local funds for compensatory education. In the 1965-66 school year,

the States spent only $2.7 million of their own revenues, but by the 1968-69 school

year--largely due to majot efforts hy California and New York--they were contributing

$198 million.

Second, Title.I has better focused attention on pupils who previously were too often

ignored. About 8 million children are in schools receiving some compensatory funds.

In 46 States programs have been established to aid almost a quater of a million children

of migratory wokers. As an added dividend, many States have begun to focus educational

attention on the early childhood years which are so important to the learning process.

Finally, local schools haye been encouraged by Title I to experiment and innovate.

Given our highly decentralized national educational system and the relatively minor role

one Federal program usually plays, there have been encouraging examples of programs

fostered byTitle I which have worked.

In designing compensatory programs, it is difficult to know exactly what will work. The
J

circumstances of one locality may differ dramatically from those of other localities.

What helps one group of children may not be pf particular benefit to others. In these

experimental years, local educational,agencies and the schools have had to start from

scratch, and to learn for ihemselves how to educate those who in the past had too often'

heen simply left-to fall further behind.

In'the process, some schools did well and others did not. Soem districts benefited by

active leadership and communiq involvement, while otherswere slow to innovate and to

break new ground.

While there.is a great deal yet to be learned about the design of successful compensatory

programs, the experience so far does point in one crucial direction: to the impclotance

of providing sufficiently concentrated funding to establishlthe educational equivalent

of a "critical mass," or threshold level. Where funds have been spread too thinly, they

have been wasted or dissipated with little to show for their expenditure. Where they have

been concentrated, the results have been frequently encouraging and sometimes dramatic.

In a samplefof some 10,000 disadvantaged pUpils in California, 82(perecent of those in

projects spending less than $150 extra per.pupil showed little or no achievement gain. Of

those students in projects spending over $250 extra per pupil, 94 percent gained more than

one year.per year of exposure; 58 percent gained between 1.4 and 1.9 years per year of
os

exposure. Throughout the country States as widely Separated'us Connecticut and Florida

'have.recognized a correlation between a "critical mass" expenditure and marked

effectiveness.

more
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Of late, several important studies have supported the idea of
a "critical mass" compensatory enenditire to afford disadvantaged
pupils, equal educational opportunity. The New York State Commis-
sion on the Quality, Cost, and Financing of Elementary and Secondary
Education, the National Educatione Finance Project, and the
President's Commission on School Finance have all cited thetimpor-
tonne of such a substantial additional per pupil expenditure for dis-
advantaged pupils.

The program which I propose ainis to assure schools with sub-
ltantial concentrations of poor children of receiving an average $300
compensatory education grant for each child.

In order to encourage voluntary transfers, under circumstances
where they would reduce both racial isolation and low-incomecon-
centration, any school accepting such transfers would receive the
extra $300 allotted for theotransferring Student plus a bonus payment
depending on the proportion of poor children in that school.

One key to the success of this new approach would be the
"critical mass" achieved t;Y.bothincreasing and concentrating the
funds mad, available; another would.be vigorous administrative
follow-through to. er.sure that.tha funds are used in the intended .

schools and for the intended purposes. ,

THE STUDENT TRANSPORTATION MORATORIUM .ACT

In times of rapid and even headlong change, there occasionally
is an urgent need for reflection and reassessment. This is especially
time when powerful, historic forces are mc41ng the Nation toward a
conflict of fundamental principles -- a conflict that can be avoided if
each of ul.does his share, .and if all branches of Government will join
in helping to redefine the questions before us.

..Like, any comprehenlive legislative recommendation, the Equal
ducational Opportunities Act that I have proposed today is offered

as a framework for Congressional debate and action.

The Congress has both the Constitutional alhority and X special
-capability to debate and defiXe new methods for implementing
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compensatory education grant for each child.

In order to encouragivoluptirY transfer, ,under circumstances
where they would reduce-both racial isolation and low-income 'con-
centration, any school accepting such transfers woUld receive the
extra $300 allotted for the transferring student plus a bonus payment
depending on the proportion of 'poor children in that school.
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One key tc; the success of this new apprc;ach would be the
"critical mass" achieved by both increasing and cancentrating the
funds made available; another Would be vigorous administrative
follow-throUgh to ensure that the funds are used in the intended
schools and for the intended purPoses. .
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THE STUDENT TRANSPORTATION MORATORIUM ACT

In times- of rapid and even heading change, there occasionally
is an urgent need for reflection and reassessment. This is especially
true when powerful, historic forcis are moving the Nation toward a
conflict of fundamental principles -- a conflict that can be avoided if
each of us does his share, and if all branches of Government will join'
in helping to redefine the questions before us.

Like any comprehensive legislative recomtnendation, the Equal e

Educational Opportunities Act that I have proposed today is offered
a a framework for Congressional debate and'action.

The Congress has both the Constitutional authority and a special
capability to debate and define new methods for implementing
Constitutional principles. And the educational, financial and social
complexities of this issue are not, and are not properly, susceptible
of solution by individual courts alone or even by the Supreme Court
alone. t

This is _a moment onbonsiderable conflict and uncertainty; but
it is also a moment of great qpportunity.

This is.not a time for The courts to plunge ahead at full speed.
7 , r .

If we are to set a course titat enablessus to act together, and not
simply to do more but to do better', then we must do all in Our power
to create an atmosphere that permits a calm and thoughtful assess-
ment of the issues, choices and consequences.

I propose, therefore, that the Congress act to impose a timporary
freeze on new busing orders by the Federal courts 7- to establish a
waiting period while'the Congress considers alternative means of
enforcing 14th Amendment rights. I propose that this freeze be
effective immediately on enactment, and that it remain in effect
until July 1, 1973, or uatil passage,of the.appropriate legislation,
whichever is sooner.

more
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Thi. freeze wouid*nOt put a stop-to desegregation.casen; it Would .
onlf .baineW orders eiring Ai effective' Period, tn the extent that
thay-oidetelieW busing.

15 .

I, .t " . 0

athia;./. recogntie; is an httusual.prOxedure. tut im persuaded.
.

that the Congress has the Conatitittional power to enact such ai stay,
and I believe the unusual nature of the conflicts;and pressutes,ihat
confront' both the court: and the countri'o.thi. PirtiCular tiMe requilesi
it. "

. . 1,1 17'
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'It has 'become abundantly clear,, fican'the. debates in, the Congress

and from the upwellitig of sentiment thioughout the voUntry, that some
action will be taken to limit thescOpe of busing orders. It is in the
interestof everyone. black and white, children and parent:, school
eaminiatrators and local officiais, the colitis, the Congiess and the
executive branch, and not least in the interest of.consistency in.
Federal policy, that while this snifter is being considered by the'
4naress we not speedfurther along a coutie that is likely tele
changed. - .
6 .60

. I The legislation I have proposed would provide the courts with a
hew*:et C.f.-standards and criteria that.wOuld enable them to enforce.
Ote basic ConstitUtional guarantees in different ways.

A stay, would relieve the pres sure on the Congress te act on the
long4ange legislation without full and adequate consideration. By
providing immediate relief from a course that increasinginillions
of Americans are finding intolerable, it would allow the debate on
permanent milutions.koc proceed with less emotion and more reason.

: rot these\easOns,-- and-also for the sake of the additional
.

children faced with inning now ,- I urge.that the Congresis quickly
.

give ips approval to the'StudenrTranspoitation Moratorium Act.
., e

. i .. . . .

'o Meisage to the Congresi on school detigregation.would be
complete. unless it *addressed' the question of a-Constitutional amend-

,

meat. . .
I

.
. .

,
.- There are now a -number of, proposals before the Congress, with

stroig aUpport, to amend the Conititution in wa)is designed to.abolieh
, busing or to bir the courts froM ordering it.

t

These proposals *hold. d continue to receive the particularly
thoughtfil and 'careful consideration by the Congress that any propoaal

......,-/- --, , to amend the Conatitution Merits.
.

-'N - . . .
° 3t is important to:recognise,. however,..that a Constitutional .:

arnarAfirt,nt# elren.if.it cOuWisecure -the necessary two.4121rda suppfort

7.
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It hisbetome 'abundantly clear,, from. thq*debates in the Congress
and frOrn the upwellirig of sentiment throeOteut the COnntry, that some
action will be taken tolimit the scope of buaing orders. It ii in the
interest of ev:eryone -*- black and white, children and patents, school
administrators and loci/ officials, the colitis, the Congress and the
executive branch, nd not least in the interestof consistency in

)..__.federal policy, that while this matter is being considered by the
tongrese.we not speed further along a couise that is likely to be
'changed. ..

4

4" The legislation I have proposed would provide the courts with a
hew 'set a standards and criteria that we'uld enable them to enforce.
Oie basic ConstitUtional guarantees in different ways.

N
A stay would relieve the pressure on.the Congress to act on the

long4ange legislation without full and adequate consideration. By
'providing immediate relief from a courie that increasing millions
Of Americans are finding intolerable, it would allow the debate on
permanent solutions to proceed with less emotion and more reason.

roe these'*reasOns and also for the sake of the additional
children fieed, With busing now -- I urge that the Congress qUickly
give Os apPriiratto. the Stddent Transportation Moratorium Act.

'meisage to the Congress-on school desegregation.would be
compete.isalese it addressed' the qUestion of a Constitutional aMend-
men . .

1 I

I A
..

There are now a number of propoaals before the Congress, with
strg *Support; to upend the Conetituit on in ways designed to abolish
busing or to bar the courts froth orde ing it.

1

! These proposals should continue to receive the particularly
thoughtfUl and *careful censiderition by the Congress that any proposal
to athend the Constitution Meriti.

It is iinPOitant to:reCognisel. ,totvevei, that a Constitutional
arnindthent - even if it could secure the neceseary two-thirds supidort
in both Houses of the.Congress has a serious flaw: it woUld have
no impact this year;* it would not come into effectuntil.after. the long

,. process of ratification bY three-fourifisofthe state legialaiures.
What is needed is action noW; a ConstitUtional.aniendment fails to
meet this immediate need.

Ijegislition meets the probleM novi. Therefore, I.re mrnend
.- .r1 1.Le .

that as its fir sf Tiriority the Congreis go forward inimediately on the
legislative route. Legislation can.also treat the question atith fir
greater precision and detail than could the necessarily generalized
language of a Conititutional nwendinent, While making possible a
balanced, comprehensive ateach to equal educational opportgOty.

more
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CONCLUSION

40

These measures I have proposed would place firm and effective
curbs on busing -- and they would do so in a Constitutional way, aid-
ing rather than challenging the courts, respecting the mandate of
the 14th Amendment, and exerctsing the responsibility of the Congress
to enforce that Amendment.

Beyond making these proposals, I am directing the Executive
departMents to follow policies consistent with the principles on which
they are based -- which will include intervention by the .Justice
Department in, selected cases before the courts, both to implement
the stay and to resolve some of those questions on which the lower
courts have gone beyond the Supreme Court.

The Equal Educational Opportunities Act I have proposed reflects
a seripup and wide-ranging process of consullation -- drawing upon
the knowledge and experience of legislators, Constitutional scholars,
educators and government administrators, and of men and women'-'
from all races and regions of the country who shared with us the
views and feelings of their communities.

Its design is in large measure the product of that collaboration.
When enacted it would, for the first time, furnish a framework for
collaborative action by the various branches of Federal and local
goyernment, enabling courts and communities to shape effective
educational solutions which are responsive not only to Constitutional
standards but also to the physical and human reality of diverse
educational situations.

It will create more local choice and more options .to choose
from; and it will marshal and target Federal resources more effec-
tively in support of.each particular community'seffort.

Most importantly, however, these proposals undertake to
address the problem that really lies at the heart of the issue at this
time: the inherent inability of the coUrts, acting alone, to deal
effectively and acceptably with the new magnitude of educational
and social probleins generated by tIle desegregation process.

If these proposals are adopted, thqse few who ifant an arbitrary
racial balance to be imposed on the schools bY Federal fiat will not
get their Way.

Those few who watit a return to segregated schools will not.get
their way.

Those few who want a rollingback of the basic protections black
arwl



Beyond making these proposals, I am directing the Executive
departments to follow policies consistent with the principles on which
they are based -- which will include intervention by the Justice
Department in selected cases before the courts, both to implement
the stay and to resolve some of those questions on iithiCh the lower
courts have gone beyond the Supreme Court.

The Equal Educational Opportunities Act I have proposed reflects
a serious and wide-ranging process of consultation -- drawing upon
the knowledge and experience of legislators, Constitutional scholars,
educators and government administrators, and of men and women
from all races and regions of the country who shared with us the
views and:feelings of their communities.

Its design is in large measure the product ef that collaboration.
When enacted it would, for the first time, furnish a framework for
collaborative action by the various branches of Federal and lqcal
government, enabling courts and communities to shape effective
educational solutions which are responsive not only to Constitutional
standards but also to the physical and human reality of diverse
educational situations.

It will create more local choice and more options to choose
from; and it will marshal and target Federal resources more effec-
tively in support of each particular community's effort.

Most importantly, however, these proposals undertake to
address the problem that really lies at the heart of theititiue at this
time: the inherent inability of the courts, acting alone, to deal
effectively and acceptably with the new magnitude of educational
end social problems generated by the'desegregation process.

If these proposals are adopted, those few who want an arbitrary
racial balance to be imposed on the schools by Federal fiat will not
get their way. .

Those few who want a return to segregated schools will not get
their way.

.Those few who want a rollingiiack of the ,baskc proiections black
and other minority, Americans have won in recEnt yeirs will not get
their way.

This Administration means what ii says about diimantling
raciaf bvriers, about openirig up jobs and housing and schools
and opportunity to all Americans.

It is not merely, rhetoric, hut our record, that demonstrates
our deter initiation.

We have aclieved more school desegregation in the list 3 years
than was achieffd in the previous 15.

sit



We have taken the lead in opening up high-paying jobs to minority
worker s.

We have taken unprecedented measures to spur business owner-
ship by members of minorities.

We have brought more members of minorities into the middle
and upper levels of the Federal service than ever before.

We have provided more support to black colleges than ever
before.

We have put more money and muscle into enforcement of the
equal opportunity laws thin ever before.

These efforts will all go forward -- with vigor and with conviction.
Making up for the years of past discrimination is not simply some-
thing that white Americans owe to black Americans -- it is something
the entire Nation owes to itself.

I submit these proposals to the Congresis mindful of the profound
importance and special complexity of the issues they address. It is
in that spirit that I have undertaken to weigh an4 respect the con-
flicting interests; to strike a balance which is thoughtful and just;
and to search for answers that will best serve all of the Nation's
children. I urge the Congress to consider them in the same spirit.

The great majority of Aniericans, of all.raCes, ant their
Government -- the Cengress, the Judiciary and the E ecutive -- to
follow the course of deliberation, not confrontation. ro do this we
must act cthly and creatively, and we must act togIther.

The great majority of Americans, of all'races, want schools
that educate and rules, that are fair. That is what these proposals
attempt to provide.

-THE WHITE HOUSE

March 17, 1972.

RICHARD NIXON

%
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se Praia ,Settretary

THE WHITE.I-706E

FACT SHEET

MESSAGE ON BUSING'
. . .

The President has submitted two bills to the Congress, accompanied
by an explanatory message. In brief, the bills are as follows:

1. Student Transportation Moratoriuin ACt of 1972

(A) Moratorium on all new or additional busing orders (statu quo):

(1) no student may be bused-who was not bused prior
to the entry of the order:, and

(B)

(2) a student may not be bused to a school to which he
was not already being busea.

Any plan currently implemented pursuant to court orders
or Title VI compliance remains in effect.

(C) Lasts until July 1, 1973; or. until passage of substantive
,legislation; whichever is earlier.

Equal.Educational OppottunitieeAct of 1972.

(A) Provides a new program of special compensatory education
which:

(1) Will combine the resources of the Emergency School
Assistance Act (now awaiting .House-Senate Conference
sIct)on) with parts of Title I of the Elementary and _-

in Federal



:FACT STIEET

MESSAGE ON BUSING.

4 '

The President has submitted two bills to the Congress, accompanied
by an explanatory message. In brief, the bills are as follows:

I. Student Transportation MoratoriuM Act of 1972

(A) ...Moratoritim on all new or acktitroffal busing orders (status quo)f

(1) no student may be bused who was not bused prior
to the entry of the order; and

(2) student may not be bused to a school to which he
was not already being buseti.

(B) Any plan currentlY implemented pursur court orderste
or Title VI compliance remains in effect.

(C) Lasts until July 1, 1973, or until.passage of substantivie
legislation, whichever I. earlier.

2. Equal Educ'ational Opportunitie. Act of 1972:

.(A) Provides a new program of special compensatory education
which:

,
(1) Will combine the resourtes of the Smergency School

Assistance Act (now awaiting House7Senate Conference .

action) with parts of Title I of the Elementary and.
.Secondary Education Act. About $2.5 billion in Federal
funds will beavailable from those two sources; approximately
$1.5 billion from Title I of ESEA and about $1 billion from
ESA.

,
(2) Lifts the two-year limit on the Emergency School Assistance

° Act, with a continuing $1 billion annual Federal commit-
ment to fund special compensatory programs in those
schools having the heaviest concentrations.of poor children.

(3) Will provide azsistance to those school districts which are
undertaking voluntary or required desegregation plans,
and to those districts with schools having the heaviest '
concentration of poor children. 'While most of t h e fund,
will be devoted to compensatory, services, sufficient
resources will remain available to help school districts
which need programs of a non-compensatory character to
easetheii desegregation process..

more
(OVER)
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(4) Includes as key features:

(a) Payments will-be made to schools with substantial
'enrollments of poor children (more than 30%) for
compensatory.education programs. More money

IwilLbe_provIded where concentrations a poor
children are greater.

(b) The school services provided to children must
be limited to basic learning (such as reading,,
mathematics) and special services (counseling,'
nutrition, health)

(c) When children are transferred to schools serving
predominantly non-poor children, extAkFederal
assisiinCe will be provided so that -comiensatory
.services can follow the transferring child, but
only where the transfer doe not inhibit the
desegregation process.

(d) The Federal grants described above will be
available under the Emergency School Assistance

. Act (now pending In Conference Committee) to
eligible schools ;which. igree to combine their
Title I funds pith the new money.

(e) In order to qualify for Federal grants, districts_
noritti meet the "comparability" standard for Title I

e Elementary anl/Secondary Education Act of
1965 which requires equal distribution of educational
:resources. for general educational purposes.

(f) In making Federal grants; priority will be given to.,
projects in districts which are implementing court-

, ordered or voluntary desegregation plans, and to
districts which' are reducing the effects of racial
or economic/isolation of children.

(5) The program will not affect the operation of Federally-
supported compensatori educition programs presently
carried on outside of the target schools of this program.
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(b) The school services provided to children must
limited to basic learning (such as ieading,

mathematics) and special services (counseling,
nutrition, health).

(c) When children are transferred to schools serving
predominantly non-poor children, extra Federal
assisiiice will be provided so that compensatory
services can follow the transferrJng child, but
only where the transfer does not inhibit the
desegregation process.

s-
*

(d) The Federal grants descrtbed above will be
available under the Emergency School. Assistance
Act (now pending In Conference Committee) to
eligible schools which agree to combine their
Title I funds pith the new money.

(e) In order to qualify for Federal grants,. districts
must meet the "comparability!' standard for Title I
of the Elementary and Secondary Education Act of
1965 which require's equal distribution of-educational
resources_ior_gonoral-educational-pur a.

(f) In making Federal grants, pilority will be given to
projects in districts which are implementing court-
ordered or voluntary desegregation plans, and to
districts which are reducing the effect:, of racial
or economic isolation of children.

,

(5) The program will not affect the operation of Federally-
supported compensatory education programs presently-

carried on outside of the target schaols of this program.

(B) Defines denials of equal educational opportunity and makes them
applicable to all schools nationwide, without distinction between
de jure and de facto segregated chools. The examples of denials
of equal education opportunity cited in the bill are:

(I) Deliberate segregation'

(2) Failure to eliminate vestiges of dual school system

(3) Discrimination as to faculty.and staff,'

(4) Transfaers that purposefully increase segregation-

(5) Failure to take action to overcome language barriers
(Spanish-speaking atanericans).

more
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-Establishes priorities for desegregation remedies and
provides limitations on busing.

(1) Court may tiot order any busing until it has exhausted
the other listed remedies and found that none of them,
singlyorrin combination, would remedy the violation.

(21) If the other remedies are not sufficient, busing may
be ordered:

4.1.1

(a) In the case of eleMentary students, transportation.
cannot be ordered to eXceed the average daily

-distance (or average daily time) of the preceding
year a_atil in any event, the average daily number.
of students transported during the preceding year.

(b) In the case of junichigh and high school, students
the same limitation applies unless it is demonstratea
by clear and convincing evidence that no other remedy
is aufficient.

(3) Termination of orders: In any case,

(a) all new or existing busing orders terrninatefiye
'years from entry or from passage of the statute,
whichever is later, unless the education agency..,
is found to have denied equal education opportuniti
or the equal protection of the laws. '

0)) all desegregation orders terminate ten years frOM
entry or from passage of Statute, whichever is
later, unless the education agency is found to have
denied equal education oPportunity or the equal
protection of the laws. .

(4) Reopening proceedings - on application of a local educational
agency, an existing desegregation order may \be reopened
and modified to comply with prOvisions of the Act.

(5) District lines are not to be ignored or altered unless it is t.

0 # 0 t

established that the lines were drawn with a segregationist
purpose and effect.

,
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FOR RELEASE UPON DEL/VERY TO THE SENATE March 17, 1972
AT 12:00 NOON, (EST)

,Office of the White House Press Secretary

THE WHITE HOUSE

A BILL

Torimpose a mdratorium on new and additional student trans-
portation.

,

Be it enacted la the Senate and House of Representatives
°of the United.States of America in ConigiETisembled, That this
rat may-Bi-Erted as tEi niraiEt-Tiansportation Moratorium Act
of-1972."

'FINDINGS AND PURPOSE

Section 2. Oa The COngress finds that:

(1) .For the *purpose of desegresation, many
local educational agencies have.been'required to
reorganize.their school Systems, to reassign
students, and to'engage in the extensive traria-,
portation of students.

(2) In many. Cases these- reorganizations,
with attendant increases in studenttransportation,
have caused substantial hardship to-the children
thereby affected, have impinged on the educational
process'in whidh they are involVea, and have rer
quired increases in student transportation often
in excess of that necessary to accomplish de-
segregation.

(3) There is.a need to.establish a clear,
rational, and uniform standard-for determining
the extent tO which a local educational agency
is -required to ieassign and transport its students
in discharging iti obligation under-the Fourteenth
Amendment to the United States Constitution to
desegregate its schools.

(4)L. .The_CongreasAs,presently-considering
--legislation tb-iitablish suctva-standard -and de-

-. fine-that obli tioh



A BILL

To impose, a moratorium on new and additional student trans-
portation.

.Be it enacted ihe Senate and House of Representatives
of the United States of America in Conkress assembled, That this
AFt may-Ei-Eited as.tEl "Student-Transportation Moratorium Act
of-1972."

.

FINDINGS AND PURPOSE

S*ction 2. (a) The Congress finds that:

(1) For the purpose of desegre5ation, many
local educational agencies have been required to
reorganize their school systems, to reassign
students, and to engage in the extensive trans-
portation of students.

4,64a) In many cases these reorganizations,
with attendant increases in student transportation,
have cauaed substantial hardship to the children
thereby aftected, have impinged on the educational
process in which they are involved, and have re-

ses n student transportation often
in emcees of that necessary to accomplish de-
segregation.

(3) There is a need io establish a clear,
rational, and miform standard for determining
the extent to which.t.local educational agency
is /equired to reasillign and transport its students
in-discharging its obligation 'under the Fourteenth
AmendmeatAWA the United States.Constitution to
desegregate its schools.

(4) The Congress is presently considering
legislation to establish such.a standard and.de-
fine that obligation.

(5) There is a substantial likelihood that,
pending enactment of such legislation, many local
educational agencies will be required to implement
desegregation plans that impose a greater obligation
than required by the Fourteenth Amendment and per-'
mitted by such pending legislation and that these
plans will require modification in light of the
legislation't requirements.

.

(6) ImPlementation of desegregation plans
willpin many cases require local educational agencies
to expend large amounts of funds for transportation
equipment, which'may be utilized only temporarily,
and for-its operation, thus diverting those funds
from improvements.in educational facilities and.in-
struction which otherwise would...be-provided.

more
(OVER)
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(7) The modification of school schedules and

1

tudent assignments resulting from implementation\
f desegregation plans and any.subsequent modifica-
ion in light of the legislation's requirements \

would place substantial unfiecessary administrative\
burdens on local educational agencies and unduly
'disrupt the educational process.

(b) It is, therefore, the purpose of this Act-tO i -
pose a moratorium on the implementation of Federal-court
orderys that rmquire local educational agencies to transport
students and on the implementation of certain desegregatio
plans under Title VI of the Civil Rights Act of 1964, in .

order,to provide Congress time to fashion such a standard,
and to define such an obligation.

-110RAMIUM ON cippts AND PLANS

Section 3. (a) During the periOd biginning-with the
.. day after the date Of enactment of this Act andsending 11th

July 11.1973, or the .dste of enactment of legislation .ich
the.Congressdeclarei to be that contemplated.by Sec. z (a)
(4), whichever is ehrlier, the implementation of any order
of a court of the United States efitered during such period
shall be stayed twthe extent.it reqUires, directly or in-.
directly, a:local educational agency --

,

(1) to ,ransport a student iho was not"
'being transported by such local educational =
Aigency immediately prior to,theentry-of such
order; or

. .

.

, .... ,. _
(2) to transport aostident to or from a

school.to which or 'from which such student was
not being-transported by such local educational
agency immediately prior to the entry of such
order.

(b) During the period described in subsection (a) of
this section, a local educational agency shall not be re-
quired to implement a desegregation plan submitted to a -
department or agency of the United States during such perio
pursuant to Title VI of the Civil Rights Act of 1964to the
extent that such plan provides for such local. educational
agency to carry Out any actidh described in clauses (1) or
(2) of subsection (a) of this section.

. ''*.

(c) Nothing in thii Act shall Piohibit an education 1
agency from prom,

7



students and on the implementation of certain desegregation:
plans under Title VI of the Civil Rights Act of 1964, in
order to provide Congress time to fashion ankh isstandard,
and to define such an cbligation.

:140RATORIUM ON ORDERS AgD PLANS
d

Section 3. (a) During the period beginning with the-
. day after the date of enactment of this Act and ending with

July 1, 1973, or .the .date of enactment of legislation which.
the.Congress declares tO be that contemplated 'by Sec. 2:(a)
(4), whichever is earlier, the-implementation c&any order
of a court of the United States entered during such-period
shall be stayed to the extent it requiress directlor in
directly, alocal educational agency --

1.
(1) to transport a Student Iiho was not-:

being transported by such local educational
agency.immediately prior.to the entry of such
order; or

(2). to transport a student to or from'a
school.t6 which ortrom which such student was .

not being transported by' such local sducational
agency immediately prior to the,entry of suah
order.

(b) During the period described in subsection.110..of
this section, a local educational agency'shall not hE re
quired to implement a desegregation plan submitted tó:a .

department or agency of the'United States during such period
pursuant to.,Title VI of the Civil Rights Act of 1964 to the'
extent that such plan provides for such local educational .

agency to carry out any action described in clauses (1) or
(2) of subsection (a) 'of fhia section.

\

(c) Nothing in this Act shill. piohibit an educational
agency from proppaing, adoptisg,*.requiringl. or* implementim
any-desegregation plan, otherwise lawfuli.that exceeds.the.
limitations specified in subsection-(a) of-this-section,-nor
shall any court of the United States or .departMent or.agency
of the Pederal'plovernment be prohibited from approving im
plementatiOn of a plan that exceeds the limitations specified
in subsection. (a) of this section if the plan is voluntarily
proposed by the appropriate educational Agency-.

Section 4 ior purposes of this Act --
-

// (a). The term "desegregation" means desegregation as-
defined by Section 401 (b) of the Civil Rights Actoof 1964..

lb) The term "local educational agency" means a local
educational agency as defined by Section 801 (f) of the
'Elementary, and Secondary Education Act of 1965.

(c) A local educational.agency shall be deemed to
transport a student if it.pays any part of the cost of such
student's transportation, or otherwise provides. such'
transportation.

ar



FOR RELEASE UPON DELIVERTTO THE SENATE March 17, 1972
AT 12:00 NOON, (EST)

Office: of the White "House Preap_Sipretary

t
PIIMOUMIVIIPONAINN4.6

THE WHITE HOUSE.

; A BILL

To_further the achievement .of equal educational opportunities.

.114K6Be i nacted It.the Senate and HoUse,of Representatives
of theanrfed States of AmeACTIW-675,#reca assembled, That
tEls.Act may.be cited as7E771-Equal-*EducatioarWitUnities
Act of-1972."

41,

POLICY AND PURPOSE

Sec. 2. (a) The Congress declarei It to be the policy
of the United States that --

, (1) all children enr lled-in public schoolt are
entitled to equal educatio al opportunity without regard
to races-color, or nation 1 originc an& .

!t

(2) the neighborhoo is an appropriate bas a fOr
determining public school assignments.

(b) In order to carry out this policy, it
is the purppse of6this Act-to.previde Federal financial assist-
ance for edUcationally deprived students and to specify appro-
priate remedies fop the orderly removal of the vestiges of the
dual school systems

1

FINDINGS

Sec. 3. (a) The Congreas finds that --

(1) The maintenance of dual scifoO1 systems in
whidh students are assigned to schools solely.on the
basis of race, color, or national origin denies to
thole students the equal protection of the laws
guaranteed by the Fourteenth Amendment; ..

'(2). The abolition.41Wdual_school_aystems hasJ



A BILL

To further the achievement of equal educational opportunities.

Be it ems_Vid tix the Senate and House of Renresentatives
of the United States of AmeFna-rn Conc.Te:;:i assemOled; That
Ms Act may be cited as-Etli-ralual Educational Opportunities
.Act of 1972."

POLICY AND PURPOSE

Sec. 2. (a) The Congress declares it to be the policy
of the Unit"IStates that --

I

(1) all children enrolled in public schools are
entitled to equal educational opportunity without regard
to race, color, or national origin; and

(2) the neighborhood is an appropriaie basis for )
determining public school assignnents.

(b), In order to carry out this policy, it
is the purpose of this Act to provide FeiOral financial assist-
ance for educitionally deprived studentrThnd to specify appro-
priate remedies for the orderly removal of the vestiges of the
dual school system.

FINDINGS

Sec. 3. (a) The Congress finds that

(1) ThWInaintenance Of dual school systems in
which students are assigned to-schools solely on the
Weals oftrace, color, or national origin denles to
those stttants the,equal protection of the laws
guaranteed by the Fourteenth Amendment;

(2) The abolition of dual. school systems has
been virtually.Compileted and great, progress has been-
made and is being made toward the eliMindtion of the
'vestiges of those Systems,.

11
(3) For the puriaose of abolishing dual school

systems and eliminating the vestAges thereof, many local
educational agencies have been required to reorganize
their school systems, fo reassign students, and to'
engage in the extensive transpor,tation of students;

6(4) The implementation of desegregation piens
that require extenaive student transportation has, in
many 'cases, required local educational agencies to
expeed.large amounts of'funds, thereby depleting their
fihancial resources available for the maintenance- or
improvement of the, quality of educational facilities
and instruction provided.

more
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5' 4

(5) excessiyetiansportatiod of students creates
serious risks to their health and safety, disrupts the
educational pi7ocess carried out with respect to such
students$ and impinges significantly on their educational
opportunity;

(6)'4the risks and haimd: created by excessive
transportation are particularly great foi children
enrolled in the first six grades.; and

(7) the guidelines provided by the courts for
fashioning remedies to dismantle dual school systems
have been, as the Supreme Court of the United States
has said, "incomplete ind imperfect," and have failed
to establish a clear, rational, and uniform standard
for determining the extent to which a local educational
agency is required to reassign and transport its students-
in order to eliminate the vestiges of a dual school system.

(b) For the foregoing reasons, it is necessary,
and proper that the Congress, pursuant to the powers granted to
It' by the Constitution of the United States, specify appropriate
remedies for the elimination of the vestiges of dual school
systems.

(4
DECLARATION

Sec. 4 The Congress declares that this Act is the
legislation contemplated by section 2 (a) (4) of the "Student
Transportation Moratorium Act of 1972."

TITLE I - ASSISVANCE,

CONCENTRATION OF RESOURCES FOR
COMPENSATORY EDUCATION

Sec. 101. (a)
Welfare (hereinafter

, and the Commissione'r

The Secretary of Healthird.Education and
in this Act referred to as ehe "Secretary")
of Education shall,

(1) in the administration consistent with, the
provisions ,thereof, of the progrli",established by title I
of the Elementary and Secondary Education Act of 1965,
and

. (2) in the administration of any program designed
to assist local educational agencies in achieving
desegregation or preventing, reducing, or elindnating
isolation based on race, color, or national origin in
the public schools,

take such action consistent with the provisions of this.title,
ae the Secretary deems necessary to provide ps.zi3tan
Pll



ar.e par ariy great for children
enrolled in the first six grades; and

(7) the guidelines provided by the courts for .

fashioning remedies to dismantle dual school systems
have been, as the Suprege Court of the United States
has said, "incomplete aild imperfect," and have failed
to establish .a clear, rational, and uniform standard
for determining the extent to which a local educational

4 agency is required to reassign and transport its students
in orderto eliminate the vestiges of a dual school system.

-
(b) For the foregoing reasons, it is necessary

, and proper that the Congress, purauant to the powers granted to
.it by the Constitution of the United States, specify appropriate
remedies for the elimination of the vestiges of dual school
systems.

p.

t)

DECLARATION

Sec. 14 The Congress declares that this Acrts the
legislation contemplated by 'section 2- (a) (14) of the "Student
Transportation Moratorium Act of 1972."

TITLE I ASSISTANCE

CONCENTRATION OF RESOURCES FOR
COMPENSATORY EDUCATION

Sec.. 101 . (a) The Secretary of Health, Education and
Welrare (hereinafter in this Act referred to as the "Secretary")
and the,Commissioner of Education shall,

' (1) in the .administration, consistent with the
provisions thereofa-pf the program established by title I

. of .the Elemeneary and. Secondary Education Act of 1965,
and

(2) in the administration of any program designed
to assist local educational agencies in achieving
desegregation or preventing, reducing, or eliminating
isolation based on race, color, or national origcn in
the public schools

talfe such action tonsistent with the provisions of this title,
as the ,Secretary deems necessary to. provide fissistance under
such programs (notwithstanding any provision of law which,
establishesVa program described by clause (2) of this s b-
section) in such a manner as to concentrate; consistent pith
such critetia as the .Secretary may prescribe by regulati n,
the funds 'available for..carrying out ,,z,Lich programs for t e
provision of basic instructional services and basic supportive
service's for educationally Aeprived students.

o

(b) A local educational agency shall b-e)
eligible for assistance during a fiscal year under any prOgram
described by .clause (2) of subsection (a) of this section (not-
withstanding any provisionof law which establishes such
program) if it

more 55.
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(1) is eligible for a basic grant for such fiscal
year under Title I of the Elementary and Secondary
Education Act of 1965,

(2) operates a school during,such fiscal year in
- which a substantial prciportion of the Students enrolled

are from low-income families, and

(3) prOvides assurances satisfactory' to the
Secretary that services pr;ovided during such fiscal year
from'State and local funds with respect to each of-the

.schools described in clatise (2) of this subsection of
such agency will be at least comparable to the services
provided from such funds with respect to the other
schools of such agency.

(c) In carrying out this section, the , .
Secretary and the Commissioner of EduCation shall seek to pro-
vide assistance in such a manner that

(1) the amount of funds available for the provision
of basic instructional services and basic' supportive
services' for educationally deprived students in the
school districts of local educational agencies which
receive assistance under any program 'described in
clause (1) or (2) of subsection (a) of this section is.
adequate to meet the needs of such students for such
services 'and .

r(2) there will be adequate provision for meeting
.the needs fOr such servicei of students in such school
districts who transfer from schools in which a higher, .

) proPortion of the number of .students enrolled are from
low-income families to schools in which a loker proportion,
of the nUmber uf students enrolled are from such families, .

except that nothing in this title shall authorize the provision
of assistance in such a manner as to encourage or reward the
transfer of a student from a. school in which students of.his

, race are inthe minority to a school in which,students of his
race are in the majority or the transfer of a student which
,would increase, the degree of racial impaction in the schools of
any local education agency.

(d) The Secretary shall prescribe by regulation
the proportions of students from low-income families to be used
in the program established by this title and may presr-ribe a range
of faMily incomes taking into account familt size, for the
purpose of determining whether a familyis a "low-income family."

EFFECT ON ENTITLEMENTS AND
ALLOTMENT FORMULAS

kikl Ai IthiLlt_ hp__ennstrued to



;. (3) provides assurances satisfactorY to the
Secretary that services provided during such fiscal year
from State and local funds with respect to each of the
schools described in clause (2) of this subsection of
such agency will be at least comparable to the services
provided from such funds with respect to the other
schools of such agency.

(c) In carrying out this section, the ,

Secretary and the Commissioner of EduCation shall seek to pro-
vide assistance in such a manner that

(1) the amount of funds available for the provision
of basic instructional services and balsic supportive
services for educationally, deprived students in the
school districts of local educational agencies which ,
receive assistance under any program described in
clause (1) or (2) of subsection (a) of this section is
adequate to meet the needs of such students for such
services, and

(2) there will be adequate provision for meeting
the needs for such services of students in.such school
districts who transfer from schools in which a higher
proportion of the number of students enrolled are from
low-income families to schools in which a loWer proportion
of the number of students enrolled are from such families,

except that nothing in this title shall authorize the provision
of assistance in such a manner as to encourage or' reward the
transfer of a student from a school in which students of his
race are in the minority, to a school in which students of his
race are in the majority or the transfer of a student which
would increase, the degree of racial impaction in the schools of
any local educationagency.

(d) The Secretary shall prescribe by regulation
the proportions of students from low-income families to be used
in the program established by phis title,and may prescribe a range
of family incomes taking into-account famiry site, for ihe
purpose of determining whether a .family is a "low-incdnie family.'r

EFFECT ON ENTITLEMENTS AND
ALLOTMENT PORMULAS -

Sec. 102. Nothing in this title shall _be construed to
authorize the, Secretary or the Commissioner cif Education to

(1) alter the amount. of a grant which any local
educational agency is eligible to receive for a fiscal
year under title I of the Elementary and Secondary
Education Act of 1965, or

(2) alter the basis on which funds agpropriated
for carrying .out a program described by section 10 1 (a)
(2) of...this title would otherwise be allotted.or appor-

.
tioned among the States.

Sec. 103. UpOn approval of a grant to a, local educational
agency to carry out the provisions of this title, the assurances
required bythe Secretary or the Commissioner of Education pur-
suant thereto shall c.'anstitute the terms of a contract between
the United States and the local educational agency, which shall
be specifically enforceable in in action brought by the United
States. 57 .

more
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TITLE II -- UNLAWFUL PRACTICES

DENIAL OF EQUAL EDUCATIONAL
OPPORTUNITY PROHIBITED

5Pro mt1.65,

,Sec. 201. No State shall deny equal educational oppor-
tunity-to an individual on account of his race, color, or
national origin, by:

(a) the deliberate segregation by an educa-
tional agency of students on the basis of race, color,, or
national ,origin among or within schools.

(b) the 'failure of an educational agency
which has -formerly practiced such deliberate segregation to
take affirmative steps, cpnsistent with -title IV of this Act,
'to remove the vestiges of a dual school system.

(c) the assignment by an educational agency)
of a student to a school, other thanthe one closest to his'plrace
of residence within the school'district In which he resides; If.
the assignment results in a greater degree -af segregation of e
students- on the basis of .i*ace4 color, or national origin among'
the schools of' Such agency than would result it such student
were assigned to the school Closest to his place of residence
within the school district of such agency providing the appro-
priate grade level and type of education for such student. '.

(d) discrimination by an educational agency
on the basis of race, color, or national origin in -the employ-
ment, employment conditions, or assignment to schools of its
faculty or stall'.

(e) the transfer by an educational agency,
whether voluntary or otherwise, of a student from one school

.. to another .if the purpose and effect of such transfer is to
increase segregation of students on,the basis of race, color,
or national origin among the schools of such agency.

(f) the failure by en educational agency ta
take appropriate action to overcome language-,barriers that
impede equal participation by its students in its instructional
programs.

RACIAL BALANCE NOT REQUIRED

Sec. 202. The failure of 'an educational agency to . attain a
balance, on the .basis of race, color, or national origin, of
students among its schools shall.not constitute a denial of
equal educationaropportunity, or- equal protection of the laws:



national ,origin, by:

(a) the deliberate segregatien by an educa
tional agency .of students on the basis of race, color, or
national origin among or within schools.

(b) the failure of an educational agency
which has formerly practiced such deliberate segregation to
ake affirmative steps, consistent with title IV of this Acts

to. remove -the vestiges of a dual school system.

(c) the assignment by an educational agencylp
Of student to a school, Other than the one closest to his pl:ace
of rsidence within the school district, in.which he resides,_ Af
the assignment results in a greater degree of segregation of'
students on the' basis of race, color, or national origin among
the 'schools of such agency than would result if such student
were assigned to the school closest to his place of residence
within the school .district of such' agency providing the appro
priate ,grade level and type of education for such student.

(d) discrimination by 'an educational agency
on the basis of race, color, or national origin in the employ
ment, employment conditions, or assignment -to schools of its'
faculty or staff.

(e) the transfer by an educational agency,
whether voluntary or otherwise, of a student from one school
to another if the purpose and effect of such transfer is to
increase segregation of students on the basis ot race, color,
or national origin among the schools of such agency.

(f) *the failure by an educational. agency to
/ take appropriate action to overcome language barriers that
impede equal participation by..its students in 'its -instructiodaa

- ,programs.

RACIAL BALANCE NOT REQUIRED

Sec. 202. The failure of an educational agency to attain a
balance, on the basis of race, color, or national. origin, of
students among its schools shall not constitute a denial of
equal educational opportunity, or equal protection of the laws.

ASSIGNWENT ON NEIGHBORHOOD BASIS NOT A
DENIAL OF -EQUAL EDUCATIONAL OPPORTUATY

Sec. 203. Subject to the other provisions of this-title,
the assignment by an educational agency of' a student to the
school nearest his place of residence which provides the
appropriate grade level and type of education for such student
Is not a denial of' equal educational opportunity unless such
assignment is for the purpose:of segregating students on the
basis of race, color, or natidnal origin, or the school to
which such student is assigned was located on its site for.the
purpose of segregating students on such basis.

more
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TITLE III ENFORCEMENT

CIVIL ACTIONS

, GO

. . . .

- . See. .301. An individual denied an equal educational
opportUnity i.as defined .by this Act may institute a.. civil
action in;.an-eppropriatedistrict court. of the United Statos.
against such.farties, and for such;, relief, as mayi be .appro
priate...The Attorney General- of.the '.United States.(hereinefter
in this Act referred to as the "Attorney General"); .fOr .or in

.. the name of the Uniteil States, may also institute such a civil
action on behalf of such anAndlvidual.

aURiSDICTION OF DISTPIGT :COURTS

, Sec. 302. *The appropriate district ,court of the Unitedt., . .

Itatatee-shall have and emercise.JUriediction of proceedings .
instituted under section 301: "

INTERIM:TON BY ATTORNEY GENERAL
r:

. 304 lilenever a civil aetion ii instituted-under;.:
section 301 by. an individual.; the Attorney General suig intervene

. in such alt.ion upon timely application..

SUITS BY THE ATTORNEY SaNERAL
I.

"' Sett:r194:...The :Attorney -.General shall.not inatitute acivil action under. section 301 before, he 77
. ;gives tothe-appropriate.educational agenCynotice of the condition or tOnditions-whicb, `in his judpens.

.s constitUte a violation of title II of this Act; .and
-(b): certifies to .the appropriate district .court-of the-United States.that.-he is satisfied that such educational.agency has not, within a reasonable time after.such rtotidei-1undertaken appropriate remedial action.

ATTORNEYS, FEES
.

." -ftct. 305. Ifl1n701,jLactjan.4nstituted under this- Act,court, :in:its discretion, zmay.allowfthe.prevailingother than the United States, a reasonabl attorney', fee as-rpart of the costs, 'and the United States 'shall be liable for,leosts to the seme-eatent...11a-m..private.person.1



priate. The Attorney Generalof the United -States (hereinafter
in this Act' referred to as the "Attorney General"); -for or in

.the name of the United States, lay also Institut* such a civil
action on behalf of such an.tindividual.

.TORiSDICTION OF ..iniThicr ..courrs

See: 302. The appropriate. district .court of the United
,!Altates.shall.have and exercise.jurisdietion of proceedings.

instituted .undir 'section 301. ; **. '.
.

IlffERVENTION BY MONNE! GENERAL

316 303. Whenever a civil calm instituted.'under
section 301 by..an individual,. the.Attorney General- zay intervene
.in such action upon .timely application. *. "i-

.., . I

. . . .

SUITB BY TEE ATTORNEY-11BNERAL I

Sec ..-3011: The !Attorney General shall.not institute a
.civil action Under section 301 before he . '

. . . ;gives te the'appropriateeducational ageney
nofIce it the condition or conditions.mhio!w, cin his Ndgment.,
sohatitUt a violation of title II of this Aat;;and

. . ,:1 , : -
: (b): esitiries. to the appropriate district .court

of the-Unibed-Statesthat-he is satisfied that .Such educational
agency, has not, within -a reasonable time after such notitei..:
undertaken Appropriate medial action.

.

ATTORNEYS, FEES

." 'see- 305. action...instituted under this Act,
Abe court is: ta discretion, Jur. allow Ake. prevailing OfrtY
other than the:United States, a reasonable attorneys, fee aa-v
part of the coati, and the United States shall be liable for

:coats to the- same.-estent,..a -.4,.private.person.:
, . .

TITLE IV -- REMEDIES.: ,

-:,-,FORMULATING REMEDIES.: APPLICABILITY'
. . :

sec. 401: .1nformUlating mai/ : for a.odenial.of equal.
educational .opportunity or .a denial. of the equal .proteotion of
the-aaws ..a. Court , 'department or ,agenci7 of theWnited :States
shall's,* or itspose only such remedies .as arreessential to
Correat particUlar denials .of-equal:edueatiiiinaloopportunitY or
equal protection of the laws. . ...!' 4,-. !:1 '.

.111101-e
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. Sec. 402. In formulating a remedy for a denial of equal
educational opportunity or a denial of the equal protection of
the laws, which may involve directly or indirectly the transpor-,
tation of students, a court, department or agency of the United
States shall consider and make specific findings on the efficacy
in correcting such denial of the following remedies and shall
require \implementation of the first of ithe Amedies tet out
below, or on the first combination thereof, which, would remedy.--
such denial:

(a) assigning students to the sChools closest te
their .places of residence which provide the appropriate. grade
level and type of education for such students, taking into
account school capacities and natural physical barriers;

(b) assigning students to the schools closestto their places of residence which provide the appropriate grade
level and type of education for such students, taking into
account only school capacities;

(c) permitting students to transfer from a
school in which a majority of the students are of their race,
color, or national origin to a school in which a minority of
the students are of their.race, color, or national origin;.

(d) the creation or revision of attendance
zones or grade structures without exceeding the transportation
limits set forth in section 403.;

(e) the/construction of new schools or the
closing of inferior schools;

(f) the construction or establishment of magnet'
schools or educational parks; or

(g) the development and implementation of
any other plan which is educationally sound and administratively
.feasible, subject to the provisions of section's 403 and 404 of
this AOt.

TRANSPORTATION of STUDENTS

Sec. 403., (a) No couit, department, or agency of the
. United States shall, pursuant to section 402, order the imple-
mentation of a plan that would require. an increase for any J chool
year in

(1) either the average daily distance to be traveled
i by, or the avcimge daily time of travel for, all studentst .
, in the sixth grade or below trt nsported by an educational
L

r
agency over the comparable averages for the preceding
school year; or

q



(a) assigning students to the schools closest to
their places of residence which provide the appropriate .grade
level and 'type of education for such students, taking into
account school capacities and natural physical barriers;

(b) 'assigning students to the schools closest
to their places of residence which provide the appropriate grade
level and type of education for Such students, taking into
account only school capacities;

(e) permitting students to transfer fronm a
school in which a majority of the students are of their race,
color, or national origin to a school in which a minority of
the students are of their. race color, or national origin; _

(d) the creation or revision of attendance
zones or grade structures without exceeding the transportation
limits set forth in section 403;

(e) the construction of new schools or the .

closing of inferior schools;

(f) the construction or establishment of magnet
schools or educational parks; or

(g) the development and implementation of
any other plan which is educationally sound and administratively
.feasible, subject to the provisions of 'sections 403 and 4O4 of
this Aót.

TRANSPORTATION OF STUDENTS

Sec. 403.. (a) NO court, department or agency of the
United States shall, pursuant to sections402, order the imple-
mentation of a plan that would require an increase for any school
year in

(1) either the average'daily distance to be traveled
_by, or the average daily time of travel ior, all students
in the sixth grade or below transported by an educational
agency over the comparable averages for the preceding
school year; or,

(2) the average, daily number of students in the
sixth grade or below transported by an educational :Sgency
over the comparable average for the preceding school year,
disregarding the. transportation of any student which
results from Al change in such student s residenceo_his
advancement to a higher level of education, or his
attendance at a school operated by an educatl.onal agency
for the first time.

-
(b) No court, department, or agency of the

United States shall, pursuant to section 402, order the imple-
mentation of a plan which would require an increase for any
school year in

(1) eithei the average daily distance to be traveled
by, or the average daily time-of travel for, all students

more
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. !in the seventh gr;irlo or above transported by an educa7(tional agency ovur the coraparab le averages for the 7I/preceding school year; or

/,
(2) the average daily number of,. 3tudent's in/the

seventh grade. or above transported by an .educati 'nalagency over the comparable average for the prec ding ..
. school year, disregarding the transportation o anY,student which-results from a change in such student's

residence, his advancement to a higher leve `of education,or his attendance at a school operated by. educationalagency for- the first time,
. !

unless it is demonstrated by clear and convinCing evideince,thatno other method set out in section 1102 will rovide an 'adequatePremedy, for the. denial .of equal educational pportunity or equalprotection of the laws.' that has been found, by such court , depart-ment, or agency.. The implementation of a/plan calling forincreased transportation, as described i/n clause (1.) o (2) ofthis subsection, shall be deemed a tempArary measure. In anyevent such ,plan shall be subject to the limitation of 'section 1107of this Act and shall 'only be ordered/in conjunction With thedevelopment of i long term plan involving. one ...or more ;of . theremedies set out 1.n clauses (a) thrugh (g) of section 1102. Ifa 'United States distriCt court ord rs implementation Of a planrequiring an increase, in transportation, as describe& in .clause (1) or (2) of this subsection,
'the appropriate/ court ofappeals.. shall, 'upon timely application by a defendant educa-

.tional agency, grant a stay of,such order' until it has reviewedsuch order.

(c) No court, .department, or agency of th UnitedStates shall require directly or indirectly the tranSportationof any student if such transportation poses a risk tb the healthof such student or constitutes a Significant impingement onthe educationalprocest with respect to 'such student.

DISTRICT.LINES
-

!. t

Sec. 404. In the formulation of remedies unde, section'401or-1102 of this Act, the lines drawn by a State, subldividing itsterritory into separate school districts, shall not be, ignoredor .altered except where. it -is established that the Ilines weredrawn for the' purpose, andhad the effect, of segregatingchildren among public schools on the basis of- race; color, or.national origin.

...
VOLUtiTARY ADOPTION OF RED1EDiES

See. 1105. Nothing in this. Act prohibits an educational.agency from. proposieg, adopting, requiring, Or imOlernenting
. any plan of desegregation, otherwise lawful, thatl is at variance--.with the standards .set out in this title', nor' shall], any' court,departMent , or agency Of. the United:States be -prohibited from

..approVing imolementatum:ne g% mom .N..1.1

Nt

I



agency for the first time ,

unlesa it is demonstrated by clear and convincing evidence that
no other method set out in section 402 will provide an adequate
remedy for the denial-of equal edudational opportunity or equal
protection of the laws that had been found by such court, depart-
ment, or agency. The implementation of a plan calling for
increased transportation, .as described in clause (1) or (2) of
this subsection, shall be deemed -a *temporary measure. In any..

event such plan shall be subject tc; the limitation of section 407
of this Act _and shall only be ordered in conjunction with the
development of a long term plan involving one or more of *the .

remedies se.t out 'in clauses (a) through (g) of 'section 402. If

a United States district court. orders implementation of a plan
requiring an increase in transportation, as described in
clause (1) or (2) .of this subaectiOn, the appropriate court of
appeals., shall, upon timely application by a defendant educa- .

tional agency, grant a stay of such order until it has reviewed
.such order.

(c) No court, department, or agency- or the United
States shall require directly .or indirectly the transportation
of any student if such transportation poses a risk to the health
of such student or constitutes a significant impingement on
the educational.process with respect to such student.

s

DISTRICT-LINES

Sec. 404. In the formulation of remedies under section'401
or 402 of this Act, the lines drawn by a State, subdividing its
territory into separae school districts, shall not be *ignored
or altered except where it is established that the lines were ;

drawn for the purpose, and had the effect, of segregating
children amon3 public schools on the basis of race, color, or
national Origin. .

t,

VOLUNTARY ADOPTION OF REMED/ES

Sec. 405. Nothing in this. Act prohibits an educational
agency from proposing, adopting, requiring, or implementing
any plan of desegregation, otherwise laWful, that is at variance

. vith the standards set out in this title, nor shall any court,'
-.7---department, or agency df the United Statee be prohibited from

approving implementation of a plan which goes beyond what can
be required under this title,* if such plan is voluntarily pro-
posed by ,the appropriate educational agency..

REOPENING PROCEEDINGS

Sec. 406. dn the application of an educational agency,
court orders or desegregation plans under Title VI of the Civil
Right's Act of 1964 'in effect on the date of enactment of this
Act and intended to end segregation of students on the basis of
race, color, or national origin shall be reopened and modified
to comply with the provisions- of this Act. t

more
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TIME LIMITATION ON ORDERS

Sec. 07. .Any court order requiring, directlY or indirectly,
the' transportation of students for the purpose of 'remedying a
denial of the equal protection of the laws shall, to the extent
of such transportation, terminate after it has been. I:n effect
for five years if the defendant ethicational agency is found to
have been in good faith compliance with such order for such.. period. No additional ordelt requiririg s,uch educational agency
to transport students for such purpose shall be entered unless
.such agency is found to have denied aqual educational oppor-
tunity or the equal protection of the laws subsequent to such
order, nor remain in effect for more than five years.

Sec. 408. Any court order requiring the desegregation
of a school system shall terminaee after it has been in effect
for ten years if the defendant educational agency is found
to have been in good faith compliance with such order for such
period. No additional order shall be entered against such
agency for such purpose unless such agency is found to have
denied equal ,educational opportunityor the equal protection
of the laws subsequent to such order, nor remain in effect for
more than ten years.

Sec. lo*. For the puiposes of sections 407 and 408 of
this Act, no period of time prior to the effective date of
this Act, shall be included in determining the termination
date of an order.

66

TITLE V -- DEFINITIONS

Sec. 501. For the purposes of this Act --
(a) the term "educational agency" means a local

. educational agency or a "State educational agency" as defined by
section 801 (k) of the Elementary and Sec6hdary Education Act
of 1965.

(b) the term "local educational agency" means a
local educational agency as defined by section 801 (f) of the
'Elementary and Secondary Education Act of 1965.

(c) the term "segregation!' means the operation of
a school systeri in which students are wholly or substantially
separated among the schools of an educational agency or within
a school on the basis of race, color, .or national origin.

(d) the term "desegregation" means "desegregation"
as defined by seition 401 (b) of the Civil Rights Act of 1964.

(e) an educational agency shall be deemed to trans-
port a student if any part of the. cost of such student's trans-
portation is paid by such agency.

a

(f) the term "basic instructional 'services" means
ni 1 IMTIff112117gb



period. No additional order requiring such educational agency
to transport students for such'purpose shall be entered unless

" .such agency is found to have denied equal educational oppor-
tunity or the equal protection of the laws subsequent to such
order, nor remain in effect for more than five years.

Sec. 1408. Ariy court oider-requiring the desegregation
of a schodl system shall te.rminate after it has been in effect'.
for ten years if the defendant educational agency is foUnd .
to have been, in good faith compliance with such order for such
period. No additional order shall be entered 'against such
agency for such purpose unless such agency is found to have
denied equal educational opportunity or the equal protection
of,the laws subsequent to such order, norm remain in effect for
more tfian ten years.

Sec. 409. For the purposes of sections 407 and 408 of
this Act, no period of time prior to the effective date of
this Act; shall be included in determining the termination
date of an order.

TITLE V -- DEFINITIONS

Sec. 501. For the purposes of-this Act

(a) the term "educational agency" means a local
. educational agency or a "State educational agency" as defined by
-section 801 "(k) of the Elementary and Secondary Education Act
of 1965.

(0 the term "local educational agency" means a
local educational agency as defined by section- 801 (f) of the
Elementary and Secondary Education Act of 1965.

(c) the term "segregation" means the operation of
a school system in which students are wholly or substantially
separated, among the schools of an educational agency or within
a school on the basis of race, color, or national origin.

(d) the term "desegregation". means "desegregation"
as defined by section 40 1 (b) of the Civil Rights Act of 1964.

(e) an educational agency" shall be deemed to trans-
porta student if any part of the cost of such student ,s trans-
portation is paid by such agency.

6

(f) the term "basic instructional services" means
instructional services in the field of mathematics or language
skills which meet such standards as the Secretary may prescribe.

(g) the term "basic supportive services" means non-
instructional services, including health or nutritional services,
as prescribed by the Secretary.

(h) expenditures for basic instructional services
or basic 'supportive services do not include expenditures for
administration, operation and maintenance of plant, dr for
.capital outlay, or such other expenditures as the Secretary
may prescribe.
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